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Abstract
This report describes the result o f a Master Thesis project done at NUON NV. In the Master Thesis
the feasibility for C02 capture, transport, storage, and selling for a power plant fired on production
gas is inves tigated. These elements are judged on their social, technical and economical feasibility.
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Summary
In this report a Master Thesis project is described that took place at NUON NV in Amsterdam. This
Master Thesis is the final paper for the education Industrial Engineering and Management Science at
the University of Technology Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Background of the research
NUON constructed the following initial problem assignment:
NUON is planning to increase their production capacity in Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden with a new
power plant, firing on production gas and natural gas. The investigation of the future of V elsen is
done within project Ultimo. The aim of this investigation is to have an investment decision ready
in the year 2008.
NUON wants to design an all-embracing vision of C02 at the location V elsen-Noord/IJmuiden
because of the internal and external developments of C02 • A crucial part in this vision of C02 is
the potential capture and storage of C02 at location Velsen. NUON wants to have an overview of
the possibilities and impossibilities of capture and storage of C02 . Therefore, NUON wants a
master student to make an overview of these, resulting in a proposal with the most interesting
prospects for C02 capture and storage/ selling at location Velsen. The objective of this study gives
NUON the possibility to take a decision concerning implementing C0 2 capture and storage/selling
at the cluster Velsen.

Problem definition
Analysis leads to the following problem definition:
At NUON the idea exists that CCS (C0 2 capture, transport, storage and/ or selling) at VelsenNoord/IJmuiden could be wise. However, what the best methods are for the different elements of
CCS at this location is unclear, and whether these elements as one integrated chain are attainable is
not certain.
The investigation is limited to the new power plant unit that will be built in Velsen.

Research questions
1) What model can be used best to decide on the attainability of CCS projects?
To answer the first research question an analysis model was developed. This analysis model consists
of four steps.
• In the first step the different elements of CCS (capture, transport, storage, and/ or
selling) are independently compared with criteria that are grouped in the categories:
social attainable, technical attainable and economical most promising. This step is
designed to make a short-list out of the many different methods that exist for CCS to
come to the most promising methods that can be used.
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•
•
•

In the second step designs are made for C02 capture, transport and storage.
Furthermore these elements of CCS are integrated to CCS chains.
In the third step the costs of the whole chain and the C0 2 captured are calculated.
In the fourth step this leads to the conclusion; what CCS chain is best to use at
Ultimo and is this project attainable.

In this research part it becomes clear that the social attainability- defined as risk, legislation and
public perception- are not expected to be a problem for CCS, except for the storage of C02 in the
ocean.

2) What is C02 capture and how does it fit best with production location VelsenNoord/IJmuiden?
To answer the seco nd research question a literature review was done about C02 capture. Of the
many methods and techniques of C0 2 capture the one that fits best with project Ultimo is capture of
the C0 2 out of the fuel before it is combusted. This capture can be done best with the physical
solvent DEPEG. An issue which was not resolved by literature was whether a CO-shift reaction
should be included in the process. With the shift reaction before the capture unit more C02 can be
captured. Whether the increase in C02 captured is worth the additional investment needed is not
sure. Therefore both these options are furth er inves tigated.
3) What is C02 transport and how does it fit best with Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden?
To answer the third research ques tion a literature review was done about C02 transport. There are
four different methods of C02 transport: truck, train, ship, and, pipeline. Because pipeline is
significantly less expensive then the other options this option is chosen as the best method.
Transport by pipeline can best be done at a pressure of 110 bars. This pressure is needed to prevent
a flow of C02, with impurities, from a two-phase flow. The literature review also showed that reuse
of existing pipelines can save cost and time. In the vicinity o f Velsen two existing pipelines were
found that could be reused.
4) What is C02 storage/selling and how does it fit best with Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden?
To answer the fourth research ques tion a literature review was done about C02 storage and selling.
Of the different options for C02 storage; gas fields, oil fields, deep saline formations, mineral
carbonation, and deep ocean storage the following were found most promising for C02 storage:
• Aquifers onshore
• Gas fields onshore and offshore
• Oil fields onshore and offshore
In the
•
•
•
•
•

vicinity of V elsen the following C02 storage options were identified as most interesting:
The onshore gas field Middelie.
The onshore Bergen gas field.
Onshore aquifers nearby
The offshore gas fields Q8, Q4, and P6.
The offshore oil field Helder
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Although there is a modest C02 market, and there are industrial users of C02 in The Netherlands,
no potential users in the vicinity of Ultimo were identified.
5) How can the capture, transport and selling/ storage of C02 be described as a single
integrated chain to decide on the economical feasibility?
To answer the fifth research question first six different scenarios are chosen. Three where a shift
reactor is present and three where a shift reactor is not present. For these scenarios the following is
designed:
• Flow scheme and mass and energy balances. Here also the amount of C02 captured per year
is calculated.
• With the amount of C02 captured per year the best storage option was identified. Further is
the amount of wells needed to store this amount calculated.
• With the amount of C02 and the storage place known, the size and length of the pipeline can
be calculated.
This resulted in six different CCS chains, i.e., from capture via transport to storage.
For the si.x different CCS chains cost were estimated in the following way:
• The Capital Expenditure for the capture unit is calculated by using the fact that cost varies at
some power of the change in capacity or size. This is called the power-sizing technique.
• The Operational E"'rpenditure for the capture unit is calculated with the help of the mass and
energy balances and a simulation tool.
• The cost of C02 transport and storage are calculated with the help of a few basic formulas.
This approach is chosen because transport and storage only represent a small part of the total
cost and public available information about these fields is limited.
With all the cost being calculated, the economical feasibility was decided on for the six different
scenarios by calculating the Net Present Value. The most promising scenario is to have a capture
installation where all the production gas is lead through and where no shift reactor is present. The
captured C02, 0,75 Mt per year should be transported at a pressure of 110 bar via a pipeline of 25
km to the gas field Middelie where it is injected. This scenario has a Net Present Value/ ton C02
captured of-€ 4,74 . To reach the break-even point the price of an emission right should rise to
about € 44. However, this is not fully true because such a large increase in the price of emission
rights would also increase the price of electricity.
A sensitivity analysis showed that the NPV is most sensible to changes in the CAPEX and the price
of the emission rights. However, even a change of 20% lower or higher of the CAPEX or price of
the emission right could not make this project profitable.
The most promising scenario is technical attainable, social attainable but for now not yet economical
attainable. If the cost is compared with other figures out of literature it turns out that C02 capture at
this location is cheap. This can be explained by the fact that the concentration C02 in the p-gas is
really high. Therefore large amounts of C0 2 can be captured with a relatively small capture
installation. A second reason is the removal of the shift-reactor out of the design; this installation
uses a lot of energy.
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The expected change of C02 enuss1ons 1s from 1,88 kgC0 2 /kWh without capture to 1,45
kgC02 /kWh with a capture unit.
The capture of C0 2 at this location is not as expensive as at other power plants. In the vicinity of
Ultimo there are plenty of options for C02 storage. No obstacles on the social or technical field were
identified. Therefore it is concluded that Ultimo is one of the places where C02 capture is first
feasible.
It is recommended to :
• Further investigate the technical design to find out more about the specific details and
possible improvements. This would also help to make a more precise cost estimation. In a
follow-up technical study it should also be investigated what the effects are when a
desulphurization unit would be installed before the capture unit and whether building the
desulphurization unit and capture unit together would save money.
• Because acquiring the right permits for transport is expected to take a few years the potential
storage options should be looked at in more detail. The decision about the right storage place
and route should be taken at an early stage to be able to receive the needed permits on time.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter, an introduction is given to the company NUON NV., its department Energy
Sourcing and the project Ultimo where the research described in this report took place. The
relevance of this research is then clarified by describing the enhanced greenhouse gas problem and
the importance of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) as a solution to the enhanced greenhouse gas
problem. Finally an introduction to CCS is given. This information will help to understand the
assignment and the structure of the report that follow in chapter 2.

1.1 Company description
NUON is a prominent Dutch utility company supplying electricity, gas, heat and auxiliary services to
customers in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. The company is active in the production,
trading, transport, and delivery of (renewable) energy. The total installed capacity of NUON at the
end of 2006 is about 4200 MW. About 4,5% of this capacity comes from renewable energy sources;
biomass, sun, wind and water. Net turnover in 2006 was € 5.6 billion. The net profit in 2006 was
€ 763 million. At the end of 2006 NUON had 9.665 FTE's. NUON's largest shareholders are the
provinces of Gelderland, Noord-Holland, Flevoland, Friesland and the municipality of Amsterdam.

Table 1.1: Consolidated Key Fiy_ures NUON (1J.
In millions of Euro
Net turnover
Gross marcin
Operation profit
Net profit

2006

2005

5.598
2.244
948
763

5.017
2.086
1.098
1.138

NUON's activities are subdivided into four segments:
• Distribution & Sales the Netherlands (Retail Customers, Business Customers and Network
Services).
• Production & Trade (Energy Sourcing).
• Grid Management (Continuon Netbeheer)
• Other activities (NUON Germany, NUON Belgium, Other service activities, Other foreign
participations, and Corporate Centre).
The department Energy Sourcing is responsible for the generation of and trade in power and gas for
all Retail and Business clients. Energy Sourcing starts up new profitable power and gas projects, gets
the best out of the existing assets and limits the external market risks to which NUON as a company
is exposed . At the end of 2006 Energy Sourcing had 941 FTE's. The net turnover in 2006 of this
department, including delivery to internal customers was€ 3.2 billion. The operating profit was€ 162
million.
The departments are divided in divisions. This Master Thesis is done within the division Technical &
Project Development (TPD) of Energy Sourcing. This division is responsible for the portfolio/asset
planning and structures the development funnel accordingly. Project ideas and leads are
commercially and technically evaluated. In this department projects from idea via contracting,
engineering and permits process go to the Financial Close. After this TPD guides the project through
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the actual construction and commissioning period. All together, TPD is responsible from the first
idea until a project goes into commercial operation. One of the projects that TPD is responsible for
right now is project Ultimo at production site Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden. This project is described in
the following sub-chapter because it is the background of this thesis.

1.2 Ultimo
The installed units at production site Velsen-Noord are two boilers from 1974 and 1986 together
representing an installed capacity of 846 MW, and at IJmuiden a gas turbine from 1997 with an
installed capacity of 144 MW. These sites together represent a little over 6% of the overall Dutch
installed capacity [2]. The power plant units on these sites are the only power plant units in The
Netherlands that use the production gases of a steel producer, Corus, as their prime fuel for
combustion. These production gases of Corus are produced as a side effect when producing steel. If
NUON would not use these production gases they would be flared . Due to the fact that Corus is
producing steel on an increasingly efficient way more production gas becomes available. This is the
primary motive for project Ultimo; an investigation whether an extra power plant unit next to the
already existing installations can be built.
The production gases that are produced at Corus consist mainly of blast furnace gas (BFG), coke gas
and oxy gas. These gases are brought together and mL-xed at the Corus plant. This blend of gases is
from here on referred to as production gas (p-gas). In a single pipeline the p-gas is transported via
the production site IJmuiden, located next to Corus, to the production site Velsen-Noord. The p-gas
contains high concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO:). After combustion
at the power plant units the CO is converted to C02 • This is emitted via the chimneys of the power
plant units. Because of these high concentrations of CO and C02 in the p-gas the power plants at
production site Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden emit a large amount of C02 . This amount is much higher
than what is emitted by power plants that are fired on primary fuels such as lignite, bituminous coal
or natural gas.
Since a few years ago large companies receive credits for the amount of C0 2 they are allowed to
emit. Companies that emit more C02 than the amount of credits they receive have to purchase extra
credits. Companies that emit less C02 than the amount of credits they receive can sell their credits.
Together this forms the C02 -credit-market. The C02-credit-market aims to reduce the C02 emitted
by companies. This is necessary because C02 is a large contributor to an environmental problem.
This problem, the enhanced greenhouse gas problem, is explained in the following sub-chapter.
Because of the large emissions of C02 at the power plant units at Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden NUON
seeks options to reduce their C02 emissions. Therefore NUON wants to get a better understanding
of C0 2 capture possibilities at this production site. C02 capture means separating the C02 from
other gases so it can be sold or stored permanently. This process is called Carbon Capture and
Storage (CCS) and is described in more detail in sub-chapter 1.3.2.
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1.3 Relevance of the research
1.3.1 Enhanced greenhouse effect
T he greenho use effect is the natural process in which the emission o f infrared radiation by the
atmosphere warms a planet's surface. Incorrectly people use the phrase greenho use e ffect also fo r
the greenho use effect that results from human activities. T he proper name for this e ffect is the
enhanced greenhouse e ffect. T he enhanced greenho use effect occurs due to human activities that are
responsible for the so-called greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Although many greenhouse
gases are already compo nents o f the atmosphere, like water vapour and C0 2, humans cause the
increase in concentration o f some o f these gases and also in troduced new greenho use gases in the
atmosphere such as CFCs (chloro fluorocarbons). T his changed atmospheric composition ab sorbs
more of the infrared radiation that o therwise would be radiated to space. This causes a shift in
Earth's thermal equilibrium. G lobal warming, the increase in the average temperature of the Earth's
1
near-sur face air and ocean s in recent decades and its pro jected continuation, is very likely due to the
ob served increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations [3].
Altho ugh different gases are responsible for the enhanced greenhouse effect, the greates t contributor
by far is carbon dioxide (COz). It is es timated by the Intergovernmental P anel o n Climate Change
(IPCC) that the global contribu tion o f anthropogenic carbon dioxide is approximately 60% of the
total due to all anthropogenic greenho use gases [4].
Lately global warming, an thropogenic
greenhouse gases and in particular C02
emtsstons have received increased
interest by governments, media and
public. T his resulted in the search for
measures to co ntrol the amount of
an thropogenic C02 people emit to the
atmosphere. A common method that
indicates the measures humanity should
take to reduce the anthropogenic C02
emissions is by following the three steps
o f the T rias E nergetica [5]. T his model is
originally designed for sustainable energy
sys tems but can also be used for C02
3. Efficient use of
emis
sions. According to this model; see
fossil fuels
figure 1.1, the first and mos t important
step
toward s
a
reduction
in
Figure 1. 1: Trias Energetica [4J
anthropogenic C02 emissions is to limit
energy demand. T he second step is to use renewable energy. The third and last step is to use fossil
fuels as efficiently as possible. T he first two rules of the Trias E nergetica, limiting energy demand
and using renewable energy as much as possible, are not sufficient to achieve the deep reductions in
greenhouse gas emissio ns that would preserve us from severe impacts of global warming. A whole
portfolio of optio ns from the firs t till the third step o f the T rias E nergetica is needed [4].
1

Very likely is a probability between 90-99%
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Many papers have been written about this portfolio of options that are needed to stabilize the C02
concentration in the atmosphere. The IPCC, an organization that bases its assessments mainly on
peer reviewed and published scientific/ technical literature done all over the world made the
following scenarios about the portfolio of technologies that are needed to achieve a stabilization of
C02 in the atmosphere, see figure 1.2 In the figures it can be seen that, after efficiency, CCS is seen
as the technology that can achieve the deepest reduction in C02 emissions. This option is also seen
as an increasingly important option by other scientist, e.g. Daniels et al., Pacala et al., Herzog et al.,
Turkenberg et al. [6-9] . By governments, e.g. The Netherlands who supports the development of
C02 capture and storage by providing subsidies, and by players in industry that have announced test
and/or demonstration facilities, e.g. Vattenfall, Total, BP, EON, Shell, RWE and NUON [10,11].
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Figure 1.2: Portfolio of technologies to achieve different stabilization levels of C0 2 in the atmosphere. The uppermost
line in each graph indicates the projected C02 emissions ivithout interfering. The loivest line in each graph represents the
target. The size of the different parts represents the savings on C0 2 emissions p er technology [2).
1.3.2 ccs
The abbreviation CCS is short for Carbon Capture and Storage. However, in this research for CCS a
wider definition is used. In this thesis CCS stands for C02 capture, C02 transport, C02 storage
and/ or C02 selling. In this chapter the different elements of CCS are explained, concluding with a
small overview of the potential of CCS in The N etherlands.
The first step of CCS is the capture of C02 that originates from large point sources. A large point
source is a spatially restricted place where C02 is released in large quantities such as power plants and
heavy industries. Capture of C02 at dilute sources, like cars, would also be possible but it is -certainly
compared with large sources- expensive. Large point sources are those where the C0 2 arises from
the combustion of fossil fuels, as in power generation, or from the preparation of fossil fuels, as in as
in natural gas processing. CCS can also be applied to the combustion of biomass-based fuels and in
certain industrial processes, such as the production of hydrogen, ammonia, iron and steel, or cement.
In figure 1.3 it can be seen that especially co mbustion installations like power plants are a large
emitter of C0 2 in The Netherlands[12].
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Dutch reported emissions in 2004 with
a total of 91 MtC02/ye~a_
r ----------~
a Combustion installations >50MW
5%

• Mineral oil and gas refineries
DOthers
D Basic organic chemicals

57%

•Metal industry
D Basic inorganic chemicals or
fertilisers

Figure 1.3: Reported emissions of C02 jrom large point sources in The Netherlands in 2004{12).
Capture of C02 involves separating the C02 from other gases. This can be done by capture of C02
from the fuel, named pre-combustion or from the flue gases named post-combustion. A last option
is to combust a fuel with pure oxygen, which will result in a flue gas consisting of water (H2 0) and
C0 2 . These two are relatively easily separated [13]. Next to these capture systems there are also
different techniques how to remove the C02 from the other gases. Separation can be done by
cooling to very low temperatures, with the help of solvents or sorbents, or by using membranes. The
factors that help to select the method for C02 capture are, among others, the concentration of C02
in the gas, the fuel type and combustion method.
After capture, the C02 needs to be sold or stored to prohibit it from being emitted to the
atmosphere. Therefore it first needs to be transported. C02 transport options are by ship, truck, train
or pipeline. The destination of this C02 transport is either a storage site where it can be stored
permanently or an industrial user, e.g. a horticulturist or producer of urea. Potential storage options
are: storage in geological structures, storage in the ocean, or mineral carbonation [13]. For an
indication of the size of the most likely storage option, in geological structures, see Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: GeoloJ?.ical storaJ!,e options in The Netherlands {13 J.
Storage type
Depleted gas fields
• Onshore Non-Groningen
•Groningen
•Offshore
Depleted Oil fields
Aquifers
•Onshore-traps
•Offshore traps
Storage in deep coal fields
Total

Storage capacity (MtC0 2)

1,600
7,351
1,150
40
405
310
400
11,266
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Schoon Fossiel, an advisory board for the Dutch government concluded that the Netherlands have a
chance to play a crucial role in CCS activities in Europe due to the many large point sources of C02
that are concentrated within a circle of 500 kilometres around The Netherlands and the large
potential of storage options [14]. However, it should be noted that CCS as one integrated chain,
from capture till storage, has not been applied on a commercial scale anywhere in the world. For
C02 capture NUON is the first company in The Netherlands planning a pilot at their production
plant in Buggenum. For C02 storage there are a few projects in the world, e.g. the injection of C02
in the gas field K-12-B located offshore of the coast of The Netherlands [15].
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2. Problem definition
In this chapter the problem definition and goal of this research is given. After this the research

questions and the research model are presented. Finally the scope for this research is set.

2.1 Initial problem definition
The initial assignment for this Master Thesis project was constructed by NUON. The initial motive
and the objective of this study as such is:
NUON is planning to increase their production capacity in Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden with a
new power plant, firing on production gas and natural gas. The investigation of the future of
Velsen is done within project Ultimo. The aim of this investigation is to have an investment
decision ready in the year 2008.
NUON wants to design an all-embracing v1s1on of C02 at the location VelsenNoord/IJmuiden because of the internal and external developments of C02 . A crucial part
in this vision of C02 is the potential capture and storage of C02 at location Velsen. NUON
wants to have an overview of the possibilities and impossibilities of capture and storage of
C02 • Therefore, NUON wants a master student to make an overview of these, resulting in a
proposal with the most interesting prospects for C02 capture and storage/selling at location
Velsen. The objective of this study gives NUON the possibility to take a decision concerning
implementing C07 capture and storage/ selling at the cluster Velsen.
The entire assignment as constructed by NUON can be found in Appendix A.

2.2 Final problem definition
After the orientation at NUON, which consisted of interviews with members of project team Ultimo
and by reading literature about CCS and the project, the following problem definition was
constructed.
At NUON the idea exists that CCS at Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden could be wise. However, what the
best methods are for the different elements of CCS at this location is unclear, and whether these
elements as one integrated chain are attainable is not certain.
Using the final problem definition, the goal of this research can be stated as:
It is the goal of this research to get insight in the best methods of CCS to use at VelsenNoord/I muiden and insi ht whether these methods as one inte rated chain are attainable.

The interviews with the members of the project team of Ultimo showed that there is no clear and
shared idea how CCS should be realized. A lot of ideas exist, however, nobody knows exactly how
C0 2 capture and storage should be applied at this project. This can be explained by the fact that the
idea of CCS is rather new; almost daily new developments, presentations and scientific reports
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appear but a global practical example is still missing. Therefore it has been chosen to first look at the
different elements of CCS independently and see how they fits best at this location. These elements,
already mentioned in sub-chapter 1.2 are:
• C02 capture
• C02 transport
• C02 storage
• C02 selling
Secondly, this elements are integrated and it is investigated whether CCS as one integrated chain is
attainable at this project.
In the problem definition the word best is used. With the word best here it is meant techniques that
fulfil the requirement as set in chapter 3 for the aspects social, technical and economical.

2.3 Research questions
To be able to answer the final problem definition and to achieve the goal of this research the
following research questions have been identified.
1) What analysis model can be used to decide on the attainability of CCS projects?
2) What is C02 capture and how does it fit best with production location V elsenNoord/IJmuiden?
3) What is C02 transport and how does it fit best with Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden?
4) What is C02 storage/ selling and how does it fit best with Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden?
5) How can the capture, transport and selling/ storage of C02 be described as one
integrated chain to decide on the economical feasibility?
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2.4 Research model and structure of the report
2.4.1 Research model

Part 1: Problem orientation and formulation

Attainability of CCS projects

Palt3: ccs

C02 capture

C02 transport

C02 storage/selling

Economical feasibility

Part 4 Conclusion & Recomrnendattons

Figure 2.1: Research model
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2.4.2 Structure
T he research described in this report consists o f the 4 parts as are indicated in figure 2.1. T he parts
are explained in the following paragraphs:

Part 1 Problem orientation and formulation: In chapter 1 the backgro und for this research is
explained and in chapter 2 the problem definition and the structure o f this repor t are given.
Part 2 Analysis Model: Research question 1: what analysis model can be used to decide on the
attainability o f CCS projects, is answered in chapter 3.
Part 3 CCS: This part consists o f two steps. At first research question 2, 3, and 4 are answered.
•
•
•

T he questio n: what is C0 2 capture and how does it fit best with production location V elsenNoord/ IJ muiden, is answered in chapter 4.
T he research question: what is C0 2 transport and how does it fit best with production
location Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden, is answered in chapter 5.
T he research question: what is C0 2 storage/ selling and how does it fit best with production
location Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden, is answered in chapter 6.

T he results o f chapter 4, 5, and 6 are input for the fifth research ques tion.
•

T he research question: how can the capture, transport and selling / storage o f C02 be fitted in
one model to decide o n the economical feasibility, is answered in chapter 7.

Part 4 Conclusion and recommendations: In chapter 8 the conclusion and recommendations o f
this research are described.

2.5 Scope of the research
T he research is restricted in the following ways:

CCS methods as available in 2015. T he investment decision for pro ject Ultimo is planned in 2008.
Commercial operation of the new unit is planned in 2011 . However, this decision is o nly abo ut the
power plan t unit and not abo ut a possible capture unit. D eveloping and getting the right permits for
the capture, transport and storage o f C0 2 will take another few years. It is expected that a possible
cap ture unit will be installed in 2015. T herefore expected developments till 2015 are taken into
consideration for all investigated areas.
New power plant unit. As is described earlier, the production site V elsen-Noord /IJmuiden consists
of three different power plant units and a planned fourth one. This research will focus on the unit
still to be built, from here on referred to as Ultimo. T he following two reasons explain why the focus
is on this new unit. Firstly, it is easier to include a huge installation and additio nal pipelines, which
will be needed when C02 capture is applied at a new site when a plant is prepared for this during the
design. During the design-phase o f Ultimo this can be taken into account; extra space can be
reserved for the capture unit and for the pipelines. T his is called capture-ready. T he o ther units at
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Velsen-Noord/IJmuiden are not capture-ready. KEMA foresees for existmg non capture-ready
power plants a power reduction in the range of 22% to 30%. Secondly, the already existing
installations in Velsen have already been built quite a few years ago, the newest being built in 1986.
As has been explained the capture installation will only be added in 2015. The large investment
needed for C02 capture and the relatively small amount of operation years left for the existing
installations are the second reason why the focus is on the new power plant unit Ultimo [16].

Fits the planned installation The capture installation will be added to the installation on a later
stage. This is called a retrofit. In the rest of the research it is presumed that the capture installation
has to fit the technical design of Ultimo.
Capture unit located at Velsen-Noord. As described in chapter 1.3.2 capture can be done before
or after combustion. After combustion will always be done on production site Velsen near the new
unit. However capture of C02 before combustion could in principal be done anywhere between
Corus and the new power plant at location Velsen. The composition of the gas changes when C02 is
captured. If the capture unit is placed on any other location than just before the new unit this change
will also affect the other units because these are all fired on the p-gas supplied by the same pipeline.
As has been indicated before, capture of C02 at any of the other units is not an good idea.
Furthermore is it highly doubtful whether the changed composition of the p-gas could be used in the
existing units. Therefore it is presumed that the possible capture-unit is placed either just before or
after the new unit on location Velsen-Noord.
Fixed flow of p-gas: The composition of the p-gas supplied by Corus is highly unstable. However it
is presumed that the composition of the p-gas is frn:ed as displayed in appendix B.

2.6 Sources of information
In this research the following sources of information have been used:
•

Literature
o
o

To find a model about the attainability of CCS projects, in chapter 3.
For information about CCS. Because CCS is a relatively new subject of
research there is not much written about CCS yet in scientific papers.
Therefore a lot of information comes from the grey literature; literature
from research institutes, e.g., TNO, KEMA, Ecofys and ABB Lummus.
Most of the used literature is less than 5 years o ld. Because this research is
rapidly evolving, the greater part of old literature is outdated. The three
most used sources of information about CCS are:
o IPCC report 2005. The IPCC, an organization that bases its
assessments mainly on peer reviewed and published
scientific/ technical literature done all over the world, wrote an
overview paper about CCS. This is used in the orientation to
better understand CCS and for answering research question 2,3,
and 4 [13].
o Making large-scale Carbon Capture and Storage CCS in the Netherlands
work: This is a study done for the Dutch government and Dutch
energy companies by TNO, Ecofys, KEMA and Spinconsult. This
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o

•

information is an overview of the knowledge about CCS in The
Netherlands. It is used mainly to answer research question 2, 3,
and 4 [11, 16-18].
ABB Lummus corifidential paper. A flow sheet (mass and energy) and
cost estimation of a capture unit at another power plant for
NUON. It was impossible to find other reliable and in particular
detailed information about the costs of capture plants in literature.
It is used mainly in chapter 7 [19].

Persons/ reality
o

Technicians efNUON. For the technical design of the capture plant
a iterative design approach has been used. The technical design
has been made while repeatedly asking for feedback from different
technicians of NUON. This information is used throughout the
whole report but in particular in chapter 7.
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3. Analysis model
The first research question is:

What model can be used to decide on the attainability ef CCS at a project?
In chapter 3.1 the analysis model that can be used to decide about the attainability of CCS at a
project is discussed. In chapter 3.2 the different parts of the model are explained and in 3.3 an
overview how the model is used in the rest of the report is given.

3.1 Model
A search in literature to find models that can help to take a decision about the attainability of CCS
projects did not deliver any useful results. By using a wider scope, searching for models that can help
decide about the attainability of sustainable projec ts, a model by TNO (The Dutch Organisation for
Applied Scientific Research) was found, see Appendix C [20]. Although, this model is also not used
in this research, it is the basis for a new model that I developed and that is displayed in figure 3.1.
The TNO model is not used because of the following reasons:
• The model is useful in case a decision needs to be taken about one or between a few options
of a sustainable project. As described earlier o n there are many different methods for CCS
and this makes the model less useful.
• The second reason is a result of the previous one. The TNO-model indicates that the
economical feasibility should be investigated for all the different methods that are
investigated. To be able to make a good cost estimation of CCS chains, a mass and energy
balance is needed. This is necessary to get an idea about the size of equipment necessary but
also because capture of COz, when done pre-combustion, influences the properties of the
fuel going to the combustion chamber. This has an influence on the process of power
generation and it should therefore also be taken into consideration.
The previous lead to the conclusion that a short-list of methods should be constructed before the
economical feasibility is investigated. This, and some other small changes, resulted in the model in
figure 3.1.
The first step is designed to help making a choice between the many different methods that are
available for CCS. The aim of this step is to reduce the amount of options of CCS to come to the
best or most promising methods for this project. In this step, C02 capture, transport, storage, and
selling are independently judged on different criteria, which are grouped, in the categories social
attainability, technical attainability and economical most promising.
In the second step a design is m ade from the most promising methods. After this the different parts
are integrated. This integration includes a logistic process; what amount of C02 captured fits with
which mode of transport and which storage/ selling option can handle this amo unt of C0 2 per year?
In the third step the costs of the whole chain and the C0 2 cap tured are calculated.
In the fourth step this leads to the conclusion; what options of CCS are best for NUON to use at
this location and is CCS attainable at this site.
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Technical
attainable

Economical
most promising

Social
attainability

Most promising
method(s)

Attainability

Ste 4

Figure 3.1: Ana/ysis model lo come lo attainabiliry.

3.2 Aspects
The aspects that help to take the decision about the attainability of project are displayed in figure 3.1.
These categories are developed by 1NO and adjustments have been made by Bauwens and
Guldemond [20-22]. In this sub-chapter the different aspects are explained in more detail.
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3.2.1 Social attainability
Social attainability consists of public perception, the health, safety and environmental risks (HSE)
and regulations [22]. AJl these criteria can block a project from proceeding. Therefore if any of the
methods that exist for CCS does not meet the criteria set here the technigue is not further
investigated.

Public Perception: The ETP-ZEP (European Technology Platform on Zero Emission Fossil Fuel
Power Plants) emphasizes the role of the public acceptance, or resistance, in large projects, as can be
seen with the development of nuclear plants [23] . Because CCS is a new subject with almost no
practical experience there is no clear view of what the perception of the public will be about CCS. A
research conducted for the E uropean Commission in 2007 showed that 21 % of the people in
Europe and 45% of the people in The Netherlands have heard of Carbon Capture and Storage [24].
However, these percentages only indicate that people have heard of CCS, it this does not mean that
they know what the technigue is or what the advantages and disadvantages are. From this it is
concluded that CCS is still largely unknown for the large public.

Table 3.1: Research conducted !!JI Eurobarometer about the kn01vledge of European citizens of different innovative
energy production methods. Total respondents: 248 15, respondents from The Netherlands: 1020(24J.
In the context of energy production, which, if any, of the following have you heard of?
(Multiple answers possible)
EU25 (in%)
The Netherlands (in%)
Nuclear fusion
58
86
Hydrogen ener!!V and cars (H 2)
53
80
Geothennalenerl?Y
44
29
Ocean enerl?Y (tidal/wave/marine currents)
43
53
Fuel cells
41
48
4th generation nuclear reactors
31
29
Clean Coal
24
33
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
21
45
ITER
9
3
Negawatt and sustainable decrease
13
7
None of these
19
5
Another research done in T he Netherlands in 2005 showed that the current public opinions on CCS
options, assessed by traditional guestionnaires, are mostly pseudo-opinions: they are unstable (change
within twelve minutes) and are affected by tiny amo unts of non-diagnostic information and by the
mood of the respondent. T hese uninformed opinions are worthless for predicting future public
opinions on CCS options [25].
Because of the lack of knowledge about CCS and the resulting pseudo-opinions, public perception
will not be used as a criterion. It is, however, part of the design because when more details of CCS
become available and more research has been done on the public acceptance towards CCS it could
become an important criterion. Hence, public perception is not used as a criterion but this does not
mean that public perception is not important or cannot block the attainability of a project.
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Risk: Risk is a characteristic of a situation or action wherein two or more outcomes are possible, the
particular outcome that will occur is unknown, and at least one of the possibilities is undesired [26].
Risks associated with CCS are broadly divided in two categories: local and global risks.
Global risk arises from C02 leakage and thereby reduces the effectiveness of C02 storage. The IPCC
predicts that with appropriately selected and managed reservoirs it is very likely that the fraction
2
remaining in storage locations is very likely to exceed 99% over 100 years, and is likely to exceed
99% over 1000 years [13].
Local risks are also defined as Health, Safety and Environmental Risks. Darnen et al. wrote an article
in which they give an overview of the different local risks associated with CCS [27]. In this article
they indicate that due to the industrial experience with C02 and other gases the risks from industrial
facilities are manageable using standard engineering controls and procedures. This applies to C02
capture but also to C02 transport, e.g., the large natural gas transport network in The Netherlands.
The storage of C02 on the other hand is a new technique that is still being developed. Standard
regulations and engineering controls are not available yet. Darnen et al. identified the following 5
categories of local risks of C02 storage [27]:
• C02 leakage: C02 migration out of the reservoir to other formations, from where it may
escape into the atmosphere.
• Methane (CH4) leakage; C0 2 injection might cause CH4 present in the reservoir to migrate
out of the reservoir to other formation and possibly into the atmosphere.
• Seismicity; The occurrence of (micro) earth tremors caused by C02 injection.
• Ground movement: Subsidence or uplift of the earth surface as a consequence of pressure
changes induced by C02 injection.
• Displacement of brine: Flow of brine to other formations (possibly fresh water formations)
caused by injection of C02 in open aquifers.
The paper of Darnen et al. can be used for a further thorough explanation of the afore mentioned
five categories. The overall conclusion is that some areas of risk of C02 storage require more
attention as not enough is known at the moment. Especially aquifers need to be studied in more
detail as these reservoirs represent an enormous potential for C02 storage capacity and they have not
been investigated intensively yet. One of the options of storage that is not included in the research is
the storage of C02 into the ocean. At present it is unclear what the risks are of this option, especially
for the environment [13].

Legislation: For capture and selling of C02 there are no rules or legislation what are thought to
obstruct implementation of CCS. For the transport and storage of C02 there are different laws that
are of interest, a short overview of the regulations for both onshore and offshore transport is given
in the next paragraphs.
With respect to transport, for onshore pipelines in The Netherlands the Environmental Management
Act (Wet Milieubeheer) is in place for all aboveground onshore installations including pipelines. This
refers to general guidelines for the use of raw material, energy, noise, emissions and safety. The
classification of C02 as hazardous or non-hazardous has implications on which legal framework is
applicable for onshore pipelines, however this is not certain yet. Most likely will the C02 stream
2

Likely is a probabiJjty of 60 to 90%
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captured at a power plant also comprise some impurities. The kind and size of impurities have their
effect on additional legislation.
Presently a full Environmental Impact Assessment is required when a pipeline has a larger diameter
than 80 cm and is longer than 40 km. The diameter of 80 cm is only reached when around 20 million
tonnes of C02 per year is transported. This will not be the case for Ultimo. However, if through
sensitive area such as nature reserves or a recreational area it is obligatory to assess whether a full
Environmental Impact Assessment is required. Furthermore require onshore pipelines the
performance of a quantitative risk assessment. In total a period of 2 to 4 years has to be reserved
from the start of a project until the actual construction of a pipeline. There are some advantages of
laying a pipeline in an existing route, such as saving time because the rights of private property have
already been obtained [17].
The Ministry of Economic Affairs is responsible for the legislation of offshore pipelines. Offshore
pipelines with a diameter of less than 40 cm have to be buried in the bottom of the sea. Pipelines
with larger diameter can be laid on the seafloor without any coverage. For the whole procedure from
the start to the construction of a pipeline, a period between 1-3 years has to be reserved [17].
For storage, again the distinction should be made between offshore and onshore regulations. For
offshore storage the most important regulations that apply are: the London Protocol, the OSP AR
Convention and UNCLOS. Although there are still some issues that should be solved, recent
amendments to the London Protocol and OSP AR convention allow C02 storage in geological
formations under the seabed. Furthermore, OSP AR also decided to legally rule out placement of
C0 2 into the water-column of the sea and on the seabed. This means that law prohibits oceanic
storage. For onshore storage The Netherlands already partly adapted their Mining Law. Although
additional issues need to be resolved no major problems are expected for C0 2 storage in 2015 [18].
The overall conclusion is that social attainability will not be a problem for any CCS project, accept
for the storage of C02 in the ocean. In spite of this more research is needed towards the risks of
CCS and the public perception of CCS. More will be clear in the coming decade when the first
commercial scale C02 plants are expected, more research has been done and regulations have been
adjusted.

3.2.2 Technical attainability
There are two criteria that control the technical attainability; the scale of development and the
compatibility with the existing installation. As NUON is a commercial company it only wants to use
a technique when this has some level of development. Secondly, because the idea is to retrofit
Ultimo the technique should fit the planned installation. Therefore if any of the techniques that exist
for CCS does not obey to the criteria set here the technique is not further investigated.
Scale of development: Before a new technique is used on a large industrial scale it goes through
different stages of development. The IPCC made the following division of scale of development for
ccs [13]:
• Research phase means that the basic science is understood, but the technology is
currently in the stage of conceptual design or testing at the laboratory or bench scale, and
has not been demonstrated in a pilot plant.
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•

Demonstration phase mean s that the technology has been built and operated at the scale
of a pilot plant, but further development is required before the technology is ready for
the design and constructio n o f a full- scale system.
• E conomically feasible under specific conditions means that the technology is well
understood and used in selected commercial applications, for instance if there is a
favourable tax regime or a niche market, or processing in the order o f 0.1 MtC0 2 / yr,
with few Qess than 5) replications o f the technology.
• Mature market means that the technology is now in operatio n with multiple replications
o f the technology worldwide.
For a commercial company it is expected that it will only choose a technique when it is
demo nstrated . NUON has shown with other projects, Integrated G asification Combined Cycle
(IGCC) and the planned C02 capture in Buggenum that they are willing to invest in new techniques
especially in the field o f C0 2 capture. Therefore, it is chosen to use as criteria for the technical
attainability, a considered technique should at least be economically feasible under specific
circumstances, as has been described by the IPCC.
Fits the existing installation: When the capture unit will be added on a later stage it has to fit the
existing installation. To fit the existing installatio n there first should be an overview o f how this
installation is planned. A description o f the planned gas turbine is given in appendix D. This gas
turbine is fired on p-gas. The composition o f the p-gas is as indicated in appendix B. For transport
and storage this criteria is not used.
The conclusion is that the techniques that will be further investigated have to be at least
economically feasible under certain circumstances and be compatible with the planned installatio n
Ultimo . If these criteria are met the option can be taken further into consideration.

3.2.3 Economical most promising
Cost will be an important factor in deciding on the technique of capture. For a detailed cost
estimatio n a design o f the new installation is needed. Because such a design is not present in this
early stage o f research a detailed cost estimation cannot be made. However, even without extensive
calculations it is possible to eliminate certain methods on the basis of cost. With the help of literature
it can already be decided that some techniques are more expensive than o thers. The methods that
pass the criteria o f technical and social feasibility are compared to see whether any o f remaining
methods is certainly more expensive than o thers as is indicated in literature. If this is the case the
method will not be further taken into consideration.

3.2.4 Most promising methods
The criteria displayed in table 3.2 are used to select the most promising options of respectively C0 2
capture, transport, storage, and selling. These options are also the end o f the first step and the
beginning of the second step o f the analysis model displayed in table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: The different criteria used to come to the most promisinp, methods of CCS.
Criteria
Categories
Aim
Public Perception
Social attainability
Most promising method(s) of
Risk
• C02 capture
Legislation
• C02 transport
Scale of development
Technical attainability
• C02 storage
Fits the existing installation
• C02 selling
Significantly more expensive than Economical most promising
other methods
3.2.5 Design
The selected methods in the first step of this model are now input for the second step. Here the left
options are investigated in depth and integrated to construct different CCS chains. This is a logistic
process. What is left are options of transport and storage that fit with the captured amount of C02 at
project Ultimo. This results in different designs:
• A flow sheet and energy and mass balances of the capture unit for the different option(s).
• Transport modes, distances and size of the chosen storage options.
• Size and availability of the storage locations and/ or the demand of industrial users.
This is the result of step 2 and is input for step 3.

3.2.6 C02 captured
According to 1NO the sustainability of a project should be judged on its environmental merit [20]. A
full Life Cycle Analysis for different greenhouse gases would be a logical option but this is out of the
scope of this project. As this research is about the reduction of C02 emissions, this is the
environmental merit that is investigated.
In some literature, but especially in the media, the term C0 2 capture is used as the achieved
reduction of C02 emission. However, it is often not mentioned that additional energy is needed, for
C02 capture, transport and storage, e.g. a compressor. In this report the C02 captured will therefore
be compared with the additional energy needed to capture this C02 .

3.2.7 Cost estimation
The left CCS chains are already judged on social attainability and technical attainability so the only
thing left is to judge them on economical attainability.
Freund et al. indicated that there are various ways of expressing the cost data of C0 2 capture [28].
However in most literature the used method is to indicate the cost per ton C02 avoided. For NUON
the decision whether a project is economical feasible depends on the cost. However, for this decision
where different scenarios are compared the cost per ton C02 avioded is a good method. This method
is particular good because it takes into account the additional energy and emissions resulting from
CCS. This is very important for understanding the full effects on the particular plant of capturing
C02 when comparing different methods [13].
How the costs are calculated is explained in more detail in chapter 7
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3.2.8. Attainability
The option that has the highest profit/lowest cost per ton C02 captured is the option that is chosen
as most interesting and the profit/ cost determine whether the project is attainable as the other
criteria have already been investigated in an earlier stage.

3.3 Conclusion
As can be seen at the introduction of this chapter the research question in this chapter was: how to
determine the attainability of CCS at a project. This is described with the following steps: With the
help of criteria that are grouped in the categories economical most promising, social attainability, and
technical attainability, the most promising methods of CCS are chosen. After these best methods
have been selected the different parts can be integrated to whole CCS chains. In the third step the
cost and the amount of C0 2 captured is calculated. In the fourth step this leads to the conclusion.
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4. C02 capture
The second research question is:

What is carbon capture and how does itfit best with production location Velsen-Noord/ I]muiden?
In sub-chapter 4.1 the different capture technologies are explained and the best option for project
Ultimo is chosen. In sub-chapter 4.2 the different places of capture are explained and the best option
is chosen. In sub-chapter 4.3 the best solvent for this project is chosen. In sub-chapter 4.4 it is
indicated what information is missing in literature and in chapter 4.5 the conclusion of this chapter is
given.

4.1 Capture technologies
The capture technologies are the technologies that can be used to separate and capture the C02 from
other gases. These technologies are divided in four categories: sorbents, solvents, membranes and
cryogeruc.

4.1.1 Sorbents
Separation is achieved by bringing the C02-containing gas in intimate contact with a solid sorbent.
The C02 will attach to the sorbent. The sorbent and attached C02 are transported to another vessel
where conditions of the sorbent and the attached C0 2 are changed, e.g. the pressure or the
temperature. The C02 is released from the sorbent and can be separated. The C0 2 can be sent for
transport while almost all of the sorbent can be reused again.
For this kind of C02 capture huge amounts of sorbent are needed and this results in large
installations. This makes the usage of sorbents an expensive method. Furthermore, no industrial
experience or promising research and developments exist in separating C02 from p-gas using solid
adsorbents. It is therefore not expected to be used in the near future [13, 19].

4.1.2 Solvents
Separation by solvents is achieved by bringing the C02-containing gas in intimate contact with a
solvent. The C02 dissolves in the solvent. The rest of the process is the same as with sorbents; in
another vesse~ by changing the conditions the C02 is released again and can then be separated. The
C0 2 can be sent for transport while almost all of the solvent can be reused again.
Solvents are a proven and good technique for the capture of C0 2 . Solvents are already used for many
years in industrial processes, e.g. for removal of C02 from natural gas [13].

4.1.3 Membranes
Membranes are specifically manufactured materials that allow the permeation of some gases. By
designing the right membrane the C0 2 can be separated from the other gases.
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Although this method is already used in the industry and just recently a European consortium, with
support of the European Union started a research about membranes to remove C02, it is for the
coming years not ready to be implemented on large scale at power plants [13]. It will however be an
interesting technique for the future because, in comparison to other capture technologies, a smaller
amount of energy is needed for the capture process.

4.1.4 Cryogenic
This technique uses freezing to capitalise the difference between the freezing point of C02 and other
gases, i.e., liquefying by cooling and compression [27] .
For cryogenic capture high pressure and low temperatures are needed and this makes the technique
very expensive and possibly energetically infeasible.

4.1.5 Conclusion capture technology
In this sub-chapter the different categories of capture technology have been explained and the
drawbacks are given. In table 4.1 the different technologies and the criteria as set in chapter 3 are
given. The conclusion is that solvents are the most promising capture technology for C02 •

Table 4.1: The decision process for the different C02 ca pture technoloties.
Criteria
Sorbents Solvents Membranes Cryogenic
o·
Social
Public Perception
0
0
0
+b
Legal
+
+
+
Risk
+
+
+
+
c
Technical
Scale of development
+
+
Compatibility
+
+
+
+
Economical E conomical most promising
+
a: 0 indicates that there is no certainty about how this criteria will evolve until 20 15 or that there is no significant
difference betJveen the different techniques. A 0 therefore means that a method is still taken into consideration
b: + indicates that a criteria is met.
c: - that a criteria is not met and that this method is therefore notfurther taken as one of the most promising
methods.

4.2 Place of capture
The places of capture are the different options where in the process C02 can be captured . Three
different options exist concerning power generation; pre-combustion, post-combustion and oxyfuel.
In the latter one, C02 is also captured post-combustion but a large modificatio n in the combustion
process is needed for this.

4.2.1 Pre-combustion
Pre-combustion sys tems, like the name already points out, remove C02 from the primary fuel before
it is combusted. The fuel, air or oxygen and/or steam are put into a reactor to produce a mixture
m ainly of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen (H,J, named synthesis gas (syngas). This mL'l:ture is
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then transported to a second reactor, a shift reactor. In this second reactor the m.Lxture, under the
influence of steam, is partially transformed in C02 and H 2 as is indicated in the following reaction.
(Shift reaction)
The resulting m.Lxture of Hz and C02 can then be separated into a C02 gas flow, and a flow of
mainly Hz. This stream of Hz is relatively carbon-free and can be used to generate power and, or
heat.
The energy needed for the initial fuel conversion steps is high. On the other hand, the high
concentrations of COz produced by the shift reactor and the high pressure needed for this process
are favourable for COz separation [13]. According to Kema, a global technical consultant, the capture
cost COz avoided for pre-combustion, not including transport and storage costs are in the range of
25-30 €/ ton COz [16].
The fuel for Ultimo is already a gas and therefore the gasification step as described earlier is not
necessary. The rest of the steps of pre-combustion are however interesting. According to a study by
Gielen, capturing COz at the steel industry based on a shift reaction and absorption could be
attractive [29]. Capturing C02 after steel production is the same as before combustion at project
Ultimo.
Pre-combustion capture as described above can only be done at a small amount of power plants in
the world. For regular coal fired power plants this option is not possible. Power plants fired on
syngas or p-gas are rare in the world.

4.2.2 Post-combustion
This is the capture of C02 from the flue gases produced by combustion of fossil fuels and biomass
burned in air. The C0 2 can be transported to a storage site while the rest of the flue gas is discharged
to the atmosphere. This technology is already practised on a small scale to produce high-purity C02
for urea production and the food and beverage industry [13]. For commercial use in power plants
up-scaling up to 10-15 times will be necessary. There is some concern about the possibilities of this
because of the high sulphur content in the flue gas. A flue gas desulphurization unit with an
efficiency of about 99% would be needed. However such a desulphurization unit is not a proven
technology today. On average the avoided cost C02 for post-combustion, not including transport
and storage costs, are in the range of 40 to 52 €/ton C02 [16].

In his PhD dissertation Darnen mentions that the high partial pressure of CO and COz in p-gas
makes pre-combustion capture (after CO-shift) more cost-effective than post-combustion capture
[27]. This is especially true for a gas turbine, which is planned at Velsen. This is due to the high
amount of excess air that is used in a gas turbine compared to a heat recovery steam generator
(HRSG). Because of the excess air C02 gets more dilute. Another reason why pre-combustion is
preferred is also due to the gas turbine. For the gas turbine high pressure of the fuel is needed. This
is also needed for the capture of COz· Because a compressor is already needed for the combustion
and the pressure loss over the capture installation is not too high, around 5 bars, the only additional
investment is a relatively small compressor. This is not the case with post-combustion because
pressure loss over the turbine is high. Therefore, for post-combustion a large compressor is needed.
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The reasons described above lead to the conclusion that post-combustion is significantly more
expensive than pre-combustion for capture at a power plant fired on p-gas. The options that are
described in literature concerning capture of C02 at power plants that use p-gas of steel producers
are very slim. However the two found articles both consider pre-combustion and not postcombustion [29,30].

4.2.3 Oxyfuel
Oxyfuel combustion implies using oxygen instead of air for combustion. As a result, the flue gas
after combustion consist of mainly C02 , greater than 80% by volume, and water vapour. After this
post-combustion capture is relatively easy.
Oxyfuel combustion requires a high purity of oxygen, which is difficult and expensive to obtain. As
the fuel is burnt in pure m..')'gen, the flame temperature is excessively high. Therefore special
thermodynamic cycles are needed to recycle C02 and/ or H 2 0-rich flue gas back to the combustor to
moderate the temperature [13,31]. Oxyfuel is still in the demonstration phase. I.e., oxyfuel
installations have been built and have operated at the scale of a pilot project. Further research is
necessary before a full-scale-method will be economically feasible. According to Kema this
technology will not be available for new plants to be build within the next 10 year [16]. It is also not
possible at Velsen because it does not fit with the existing installation.

4.2.4 Conclusion
In this sub-chapter the different places of capture have been explained and the drawbacks are given.
In table 4.2 the different places of capture and the criteria as set in chapter 3 are given. The reason
that post-combustion was not chosen as most promising technique is a combination of compatibility
and economical most promising. I.e., to fit the existing installation post-combustion was not as
promising concerning cost as pre-combustion capture. Hence, the conclusion is that pre-combustion
is the most promising capture technology for C02 at this project.

Table 4.2: The decision process for the different places of C02 capture.
Criteria
Pre-combustion
Social
Public Perception
0
Legal
+
Risk
+
Technical
Scale of development
+
Compatibility
+
Economical Economical most promising
+

Post-combustion

Oxvfuel

0

0

+
+
+
+

+
+

-

-

-

4.3 Solvent choice
The two
the best
that can
Solvents

previous sub-chapters together lead to the conclusion that pre-combustion with a solvent is
option for capture of C02 at project Ultimo. However, there are many different solvents
be used to capture C02 . The choice for the best solvent is described in this sub-chapter.
can be classified in two categories, physical and chemical solvents.
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Physical solvents are suitable for bulk removal. In case of a high concentration of C02 this
capture technology is the most appropriate, commercially available C02 technology, because
this process is less energy intensive than a chemical absorption process.
Chemical solvents are most suitable for deep removal. Because a chemical bond is formed
between the C02 and the solvent, releasing the C02 on a later stage is more difficult and
needs more energy than when using physical solvents. However, absorption is the preferred
method at low C02 concentrations (lower than 10%) because its energy use is not
particularly sensitive to these low percentages of C02 [31].
Because of the high concentration of C02 in p-gas, see appendix B, it is concluded that a physical
solvent should be used.
Although the decision to use a physical solvent already limits the number of options, there are still
many solvents left to choose from. However, Lampert et al. wrote in their article about C02 removal
from the steel industry that the solvent DEPEG, a dimethyl ether of polyethylene glycol, see table
4.3, often referred to its product name Selexol, is the most considered option for an application in
the case of a flow containing more than 10% of C02 [30]. This is the case for p-gas in for Ultimo.
Although Gielen has another way of reasoning he comes to the same conclusion, namely that Selexol
should be used. In this article he points out that Selexol combined with a shift reaction widely is
considered as the most effective option of C02 removal for Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
(IGCC) power plants. He combines this with the fact that Blast furnace gas (BFG) concentrations of
CO and C02 are rather similar with the concentrations in IGCC power plants. In this way Gielen
comes to the conclusion that when Selexol after a shift reaction is the best option for the capture of
C0 2 at IGCC, it should be the same after the process of steel making [29]. The combination p-gas
and CCS is hardly ever investigated while the combination IGCC and CCS is intensively investigated
[13,16].

Table 4.3: Characteristics ofthe solvent Seiexol {32).
Method

Absorbent

Chemical conditions

Selexol

Dimethylether
polyethylene
glycol
(DEPEG)

CH3 (C2H 40)xCH3

Gases absorbed

Purity separation
factor
H2S, COS, organic
Clean gas
<0.5% vol.
S-compounds, C02, NH3,
fraction C02
HCN, aromatic
compounds, higher
<1 ppm vol.
fraction H2S
hydrocarbons, H2S sol.
matter 9 times higher than
C02

4.4 Missing in literature
For power plants fired on p-gas the found literature points in the direction of a shift reaction and
pre-combustion with the solvent DEPEG. However, it has not been found in literature whether it is
ever investigated if capture of C02 without using a shift reaction is more cost-effective. Corns
process of steelmaking is one of the most efficient one in the world. Because of this high efficiency,
the percentage of C02 in p-gases of Corns is even higher then presumed in the study of Gielen
(20%) and Lampert (C0 2 16%) [29][30]. Because the percentage of C02 in the production gas of
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Corns is of such a high level the question arises whether it is not more cost-effective to capture C02
without using a shift-reactor.
Investment costs of a shift reactor are very low compared to a capture installation [29]. Therefore
this decision will most likely not depend on the investment but on the operational cost. It is
impossible to estimate this without further research. Therefore both options are taken into
consideration, with or without a shift reaction. It should be clear however that if the only aim would
be to limit the emissions of C02 out of the chimney of Ultimo, the shift reaction should be part of
the process.

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter an overview of the C0 2 capture possibilities is given. Using the criteria set in chapter
3 the best option of C0 2 at project Ultimo is chosen. Because no literature is found about the
difference between shift and no shift before pre-combustion capture with DEPEG at a gas turbine
fired on p-gas both these options are chosen as most promising methods for C02 capture.
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5. Transport
The third research question is:

What is C0 2 transport and how does it fit best 1vith production location Velsen-Noord/ I]muzden?
The options of large-scale C02 transport, truck, train, ship, and pipeline are shortly explained in subchapter 5.1 till 5.4 respectively. The reuse of existing pipelines near Velsen is discussed in chapter 5.5.
Finally, in sub-chapter 5.6 the conclusion is given.

5.1 Truck
Per truck 20-30 tonne C0 2 can be transported [17) . This quantity is so small that transport by truck
will be very expensive for large amounts. According to the IPCC tank truck options cost is more
than twice as much as for a pipeline [4]. Furthermore are trucks themselves large emitters of C02 .

5.2 Train
One railway carriage can handle about 60 tonne, one train amounts to about 1200 tonne of C02 [13].
Loading and unloading takes a lot of time. But more importantly, there is the additional load for
existing rail infrastructure and trains. All together, this option is very expensive because of the cost of
trains, infrastructure and loading/unloading equipment. According to the IPCC train transport cost
is also more than twice as much as for a pipeline [4].

5.3 Ship
C0 2 transportation by ship has a number of similarities with liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
transportation by ship (Typically transported at 0,7 MPa pressure and - 54°C). Carbon dioxide
tankers are constructed using the same technology as existing liquefied gas carriers. The latest LNG
carriers amount to more than 200.000m3 capacity (such a vessel could carry 230 kiloton of liquefied
COz). Worldwide there are only four ships used for transporting C02 across the sea [4,13,17).
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Figure 5. 1: Average transport costfor pipelines and ships [13].
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Due to the fact that there has
never been a system on a scale
of a few millions tonnes of
C02 handling per year, costs
for this kind of transportation
mode are not known in detail.
An
estimation by IPCC
showed a break-even between
offshore pipeline cost and
ships cost at about 1000 km
and a break-even between
onshore pipeline cost and ship
cost at about 1600 km

distance, see figure 5.1. As has been indicated earlier this number is an estimation because prices for
C02 transportation by ship are not known. In chapter 6 it can be seen that the options of storage in
and around of The Netherlands are significant and therefore long distance transport by ship is not
interesting.

5.4 Pipeline
5.4.1 Introduction
Pipeline is the current standard for transporting large quantities of C02 • In the US, transport via
pipelines is already done on a big scale for Enhancing Oil Recovery. This kind of transport it is not
necessarily identical to what would be required for CCS. However no major obstacles are foreseen
[13].

5.4.2 Phase of C02 during transport by pipeline
C0 2 can be transported through a pipeline in liquid, supercritical or gaseous phase. According to
IPCC a prerequisite for C02 transportation is that two-phase flows should be avoided (13].
Therefore it will be important to transport C02, take into account that the Dutch subsoil is at a
temperature of about 10°C, as a liquid
100
at more than 80 bars or 110 bars when
I
/
I
impurities are present, or as a gas at a
!
I
- 1- pressure below 40 bars. Somewhere in
,
between there is the risk of a two
;
I
phase
flow,
see
figure
5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Thermorfynamicphases of C02 at various
same corridor as existing pipelines.
pressures and temperatures [13].
The reason that the first is cheaper is
that less construction work is needed.
The reason that the latter is cheaper is that laying pipelines in existing corridors could save some
trouble in getting permits (32] E.g., in project OCAP Shell transports gaseous C0 2, 44 kg/ s at 22 bar,
from its H 2 plant in Pernis to users in the Dutch Westland but this can only be done in an
/
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economically feasible way because an existing old oil pipeline is used, which cannot handle high
pressures needed for liquid or supercritical transport [17,34,37]. Another reason why C02 transport
in the gaseous stage could be interesting is when it needs to be transported to a greenhouse or
industrial process. Here low pressures might be sufficient while high pressure is needed for storage
into geological reservoirs.

5.5 Reuse of existing pipelines near V elsen
The exact route of transport can only be decided on when it is clear where the storage/ selling place
is located. However as earlier indicated, when an existing pipeline can be reused this decreases cost
and time significantly. Therefore it is investigated whether any existing pipelines, both onshore and
offshore, that are located in the immediate vicinity of Velsen are available in 2015 for C02 transport.
For onshore transport no free pipelines that are located close to Velsen have been found. This is
confirmed by the GasUnie that indicated that there are no free pipelines available for the transport of
C0 2 [35].
For offshore transport the NOPEGA (Netherlands Oil and Gas Exploration and Production
Association) developed maps indicating which pipelines are thought to be in use in 2005, 2010, 2015
and 2020. Two of these maps are displayed in figure 5.3. All four of the maps are displayed in large
size in Appendix E.
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Figure 5.3: Pipelines offshore The Netherlands. Prediction for 2005 and 20 15. The red pipelines are expected to be
in use. The otherpipelines are though to be ottt of use [36}.
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From the maps it is clear that there are two pipelines located in the vicinity of project Ultimo that are
available before 2015. When a storage place is available along or at the end of this pipeline this could
save a lot of money. The oil and gas fields that are along this line are discussed in the following
chapter.
Furthermore are there ideas for a large network of pipelines that could come close to project Ultimo.
The plan would be to lead this network to Norway's oilfields or the aquifer Utsira. However, before
the ideas are developed and the pipelines are laid out it is far after 2015 [11,37].

5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter an overview of the different transport options of C0 2 is given. The most promising
mode of C02 transport to use from Ultimo is by pipeline, either as a liguid or as a gas. There are two
existing offshore pipelines in the vicinity of Ultimo that are expected to be available for reuse before
2015.

Table 5.1: The decision process for the different options of C0 2 transport.
Criteria
Truck Train
Social
Public Perception
0
0
Legal
+
+
Risk
+
+
Technical
Scale of development
+
+
Economical Economical most promising
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Ship
0

+
+
+
-

Pipeline
0

+
+
+
+

6. Storage
The third research question is:

What is C02 storage/ selling and how does itfit best with production hcation Ve!sen-Noord-I]muiden?
The different potential storage and selling options for C02 are described in the following order:
geological storage, ocean storage, mineral carbonation and industrial usage. Then, the available
storage and selling options in the vicinity of V elsen are described. Last, the conclusion of this chapter
ts given.

6.1 Geological storage
This sub-chapter starts with a short explanation about the reliability and availability of storage
capacity. Then the different options of geological storage; gas and oil fields, aquifers and enhanced
coal bed methane recovery are explained and the best ones are chosen. Finally, the best options near
Ultimo are described.

6.1.1 Available data on storage capacity
Although there is much data available on capacity available for underground storage of C02, it is
important to realize that these figures are mostly only theoretical capacity. I.e., it is highly unlikely
that the full potential can be used
for C02 storage. In 2006 Bradshaw
et al introduced the resource
pyramid in figure 4.1 as an
explanation how the theoretical
capacity and matched capacity of
C02 storage are related.

Theoretical capacity
This
assumes that the whole of a
reservoir formation is accessible to
store C02 in its volume, or the
whole of the formation water in a
reservoir formation is available to
have C02 dissolved into it at
maximum saturation, or the whole
mass of coal is available to adsorb
Figure 6.1: The resource pyramidfar storage of C02 [3 7).
and store C02 at maximum
adsorption capacity. This represents a maximum upper limit to a capacity estimate, however it is an
unrealistic number as in practice there always will be technical and economic limitations that prevent
parts of the reservoir formation from being accessed and/ or fully utilized . Therefore, the theoretical
capacity represents the theoretical limit of the whole geological system.
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Realistic capacity - This is a subset of the theoretical capacity and applies a range of technical
(geological and engineering) cut-off limits to various technical elements of a capacity assessment.
This is a much more pragmatic estimate that can be done with some degree of precision, hence
having smaller uncertainty ranges than the theoretical capacities. It gives important indications of
technical viability of C02 storage. These estimates are within the main body of the resource pyramid,
but exclude the basal parts of the resource pyramid. This estimate improves with the acquisition or
use of new data and knowledge.
Practical or viable capacity -This is again a subset of the Realistic capacity and is the capacity
arrived at by also considering techno-economic, legal and regulatory barriers to C02 geological
storage. This capacity is prone to rapid changes, as technology, policy, regulations, and economics
can change quickly.
Matched storage capacity - This top part of the pyramid is the subset of the practical capacity,
obtained by matching large C02 sources with geological storage sites, adequate in terms of capacity,
injectivity and supply rate (38].
The most recent and reliant information concerning C02 storage capacity in The Netherlands that
has been found is a study of INO (18]. They included the resource pyramid with the remark that the
storage potential in their report should be ranked in the lower part of the Realistic Capacity pyramid.
As there is no indication that any of the other estimations that have been found in literature is more
accurate it is safe to assume that all the data in this report is ma.ximum at theoretical capacity in the
resource pyramid.
Another remark about storage options that is very important is the availability. This exclusively holds
for gas and oil fields. This storage options are not available for storage till they are empty or near to
empty, i.e., gas or oil is removed. Furthermore is it interesting, especially offshore, to reuse existing
platforms and equipment of oil and gas fields for C02 injection. Therefore the best time to start
injection C02 at gas and oil fields is after that oil or gas companies have indicated that the field is
economically empty and before wells are closed and the equipment and/ or the platform is removed.
6.1.2 Gas and oil fields
Depleted oil and gas fields are a good place to start storing C02 because their geology is well known
and they are proven geological traps. They have held oil and gas in place for millions of years. An
economical even better option is enhanced oil recovery (EOR) and enhanced gas recovery (EGR).
I.e., by injecting C02 into oil/ gas fields, oil/ gas is pushed towards the well, which may increase the
oil/ gas production. EOR is already a proven method and used on a large scale, primarily in the USA.
EGR is not a proven technique yet although Statoil at their gas field In Salah in Algeria and Gaz de
France (GdF) in their gas field K-12B offshore The Netherlands are testing this technique (18]. GdF
has indicated that they are willing to inject C02 in other reservoirs as well although tests at K-12B are
not yet finished. GdF predicts maximum 1-2% extra natural gas recovery, hence a business case
should not be based on this. Another large player in The Netherlands, the Nederlandse Aardolie
Maatschappij (NAM) sees no potential for EGR at all. The discrepancy between this companies is
because NAM's network and compressors installed at gas fields are not equipped for C02 transport
and injection while GdF's network and compressors are. GdF already recovers natural gas with levels
up to 20% C02 (35].
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In the introduction of this report it is already indicated that the potential for C02 storage in
geological structures in The Netherlands is substantial. When looking a little more in depth at the
storage capacity in gas fields in The Netherlands it turns out that a large part of this is due to the
huge gas field located underneath the province Groningen. However, this gas field will only become
available after 2040 [18]. The data in table 6.1 gives an indication of the Dutch gas fields both
onshore as well as offshore sorted by size. This figure is excluding the Groningen field, which has a
C0 2 storage capacity of about 1616 MtC0 2 •

Table 6.1: Classification storage in gas fields excluding the Groningen field due to that this 1vi// on!J become available
in 2040 ( 14 J.
Offshore
Onshore
No of fields
No of fields
Storage Capacity
Class
Storage Capacity
(MtC0 2)
(MtC0 2)
425
4-15 Mt (small)
50
36
300
23
15-50 Mt
18
450
600
(medium)
2
125
>SO Mt (large)
9
850
1150
1600
Total
It is more interesting to have a storage place where all the C02 can be stored for many years,
therefore the bigger fields are more interesting. In Appendix F the different depleted gas fields
onshore and offshore in The Netherlands are indicated. Interesting in this picture is that most of
these fields are located offshore and onshore in the North of The Netherlands, far away from project

Ultimo.
Oil fields, another option, are not very interesting in The Netherlands because although 52 oilfields
have been discovered most of these are small. There are only 4 oil fields with a capacity of more than
4MtC02 . These 4 oil fields together have a storage capacity of 40 MtC02 [39]. The largest field, the
onshore field of Schoonebeek with about half of the complete storage capacity has been investigated
for EOR. Although this is profitable in some places in the world, it is highly doubtful whether that is
also the case here. Because of low API gravity, i.e. a measure of how heavy or light a petroleum
liquid is compared to water, EOR is less interesting. On top of that is this reservoir very shallow
causing problems with the pressure conditions [18][40]. A map with the oil fields both onshore and
offshore in The Netherlands is displayed in Appendix F.

6.1.3 Saline formations
Deep saline formations are rocks with pore spaces that are filled with brine water (much saltier than
seawater). They exist in most regions of the world and appear to have a very large capacity for C02
storage. Currently the geology of saline formations (or aquifers) is less well understood than for oil
and gas fields. There was no interest in aquifers like there was in gas and oilfields and therefore there
is a limited amount of data available about the saline formations in The Netherlands. Hence, more
work is needed to understand which aquifers will be best suited for C02 storage.
Storage in aquifers is still in its experimental phase and has not been applied on a large scale yet. The
best example is the Sleipner Project of Statoil in the North Sea close to the coast of Norway.
Approximately 1MtC02 /yr is removed from natural gas and injected in the aquifer Utsira. It is
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important to realise that much of the experience is acguired from this project, where C02 is injected
into an optimal aguifer given its size, permeability and extensive seal. It is the guestion how largescale C02 injection would evolve in more typical geological structures [27]. Although this uncertainty
it is believed that large-scale C02 injection is possible in 2015. There is even discrepancy between
experts whether it is better to inject C02 into gas fields or saline formations. In appendix G this
trade-off between the use of gas/ oil fields and saline formation is explained. In this research both
options are seen as potential storage places for C0 2 and is no preference given to either one of the
options.
As mentioned before only since recently humanity got interested in aguifers and therefore not much
research has been done. In a research of late 2006 TNO stated that in total 600 MtC0 2 storage
capacity in onshore aguifers had been identified. However, when eliminating the ones smaller than 5
MtC0 2 this amount is reduced to about 400 MtC02 storage capacity. Furthermore, in contradiction
to the gas and oil fields of which a full list of characteristics exists, for aguifers this is all the info that
is available [18). There also does not exist any information about aguifers offshore The Netherlands.
For an overview of the onshore aguifers see appendL'<: F.

6.1.4 Enhanced Coal Bed Methane
C02 injection for enhanced methane recovery from underground coal layers is identified as an
option for initial efforts to seguester C02 that may be applied in a relatively cheap or even profitable
way. However this will only be the case after more research has been done. In enhanced coalbed
methane (ECBM) production schemes, C02 is injected in coal seams and displaces the methane
present on the internal surface of coal layers. At least two molecules of C02 can be seguestered for
every released molecule of methane (CH4) [13). This implies that (deep) coal layers can be net carbon
sinks and net energy producers at the same time. Furthermore, since the majority of C02 is adsorbed
better on the coal surface than CH 4, coal beds may provide a very safe C02 storage medium.
In The Netherlands only four areas have been identified as being interesting for ECBM: the Zuid
Limburg area, the Peel area, the Zeeland area, and the Achterhoek area. In other areas the coalbed
was either too deep, making ECBM impossible, or too shallow meaning that the coal would most
likely be recovered and therefore making ECBM impossible [38). Apart from the fact that these
locations are far away, ECBM is still very expensive, and therefore it does not seem likely to be used
in the near future [41). Therefore this option is not taken into consideration.

6.2 Ocean storage
One of the ideas what have only been studied so far and what has not been demonstrated on any
pilot project is ocean storage; the injection of captured C02 directly into the deep ocean. Here two
options are possible, either the C02 is injected in the ocean and dissolves before it reaches the
surface or it is injected at depths more than 2800m where C02 is a liguid and denser than water.
Hence, a pool of C0 2 will form at the bottom of the ocean [42).
Because this option has never been demonstrated and there is still much unknown about the effect
on marine life and the time span how long C02 will stay out of the atmosphere this option is seen as
a potential large risk for the environment. As is indicated in chapter 3 law also forbids it. Even if
ocean storage was environmentally safe and permitted by law it would still not be interesting for The
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Netherlands because injection should taken place at depths of at least 1000m. The North Sea is not
deep enough for this and therefore far away transport would be necessary what would make it very
expensive [27].

6.3 Mineral carbonation
The idea behind mineral carbonation is to increase the rate of weathering, a reaction occurring in
nature. In this exothermic process, minerals such as calcium and magnesium oxide present in silicate
rocks react with C02 to form (stable) carbonates. Industrial waste like slags and ashes, which contain
small quantities of CaO and MgO, could also be used for this purpose. If C02 is in a solid form it
can be stored without need for monitoring. It will not be able to escape because it is a solid instead
of a gas. However, the time and energy needed for mineral carbonation is so high that it is not yet an
interesting option [27]. At present, the energy consumption of a plant that captures C02 and stores it
in mineral carbonates would require 60-180% more energy than the equivalent plant without CCS. It
is not foreseen that there will be a major breakthrough in this technology in the coming years [13].

6.4 Industrial usage of C0 2
C02 is used in a limited number of industrial processes. According to Yara, a large distributor of C02
in The Netherlands, the price of a ton C02 at the end of 2005 is about€ 70 per ton. Horticulturists
pay€ 45 per ton C02 in project OCAP. These prices indicate that it could be interesting to transport
C02 to industrial users. In the following paragraphs an overview of users and suppliers of C02 is
given [37,43].
The IPCC mentions the following uses of C02 in industry: for the production of urea, refrigeration
systems, as an inert agent for food packaging, beverages, welding systems, fire extinguishers, water
treatment processes, horticulture, precipitated calcium carbonate for the paper industry and many
other smaller-scale applications. Worldwide most of the traded C02 is used for the production of
urea [13].
In the European Union and Switzerland together about 2,7 MtC0 2 /yr is traded. When compared
with the expected C02 emitted at Ultimo, 2,2 MtC0 2 /yr, this is a very small amount. Of the traded
C02 in The Netherlands 40% is used for beverages. However, the needed purity level for C02 in the
beverage industry is about 99,9%. To reach such a level of purity large investments are needed. It is
assumed that this is not an option for this project. Another few large users of C02 in The
Netherlands are: Bayer, Carbolin, ACP and Air Liquide [43].
The biggest suppliers for C02 for industrial usage are ammonia producers, which produce pure C02 .
In The Netherlands there are at least the following suppliers of C02 :
• Yara in Sluiskil produces about 0,4 MtC0 2 /yr.
• DSM Geleen produces about 0,24 MtC0 2 /yr.
• Hoekloos in Rozenburg produces about 0,12 MtC0 2 /yr.
• Pernis, for the OCAP pipeline at least 0,3 MtC0 2 /yr.
The conclusion is that the market for C0 2 is small and competition is strong, especially in the
southern part of The Netherlands.
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6.5 Promising storage/ selling options
In table 6.2 the different options that could be use to store and sell C02 are displayed. As can be
seen in this table the following options are interesting:
• Gas fields
• Oil fields
• Saline formations
• Industrial usage

Table 6.2 The decision process for the different storaJ.e/ sellinJ. ot>tions for COzCriteria
ECBM Ocean
Gas/oil
Saline
field
formation
Stora~e
Social
Public
0
0
0
0
P erception
Legal
+
+
+
Risk
+
+
+
Technical
Scale of
+
+
development
Economical Economical
+
+
most
promising

Mineral
Industrial
Carbonation Usaee
0
0

+
+
-

+
+
+

-

+

6.6 C02 storage and selling near V elsen
It has been investigated in the previous sub chapters what storage and selling options are interesting.
In this sub chapter it is investigated which of this options is present in the vicinity of Velsen. Because
there is enoug h potential in the near vicinity of Velsen far away options are not investigated.
In Appendi"X F it can be seen that there are different gas fields nearby for storage. In figure 6.2 a map
with gas fields in the vicinity of Ultimo is displayed. 1NO already mentioned the concessions of
Middelie and Bergen in 2003 as interes ting storage places for C02 . Middelie is owned by the NAM
and the Bergen concession is owned by Taqa. The most interesting gas fields in this concession are,
Middelie with an expected storage capacity of 30 MtC0 2 , and Bergen with an expected storage
capacity of 18,58 MtC0 2 . Other onshore fields on the map, both in and outside of this concessions
are either small, still expected to be in use in 2015 or are used for gas storage. The latter applies to
the Alkmaar field and in the near future for the Bergermeer field. More information about the
interesting fields can be found in appendix H [39].
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Figure 6.2: The onshore and partial!J offthore gas and oil fields in the vicini!J ofproject Ultimo. The interesting
onshore gas fields are Bergen and Mzddelie. [43,53}
T he most interesting place for aquifers in the N etherlands seems to be in the upper part of the
province Noord-Holland, near Velsen. This can be seen in appendix F. The nearest aquifer for
project Ultimo is located about 5 km away, under the village H eemskerk. This trap is in the
Ro tliegend area and is located about 2000m deep. Because exact figures are missing I estimated this
field at 15MtC02 • There is not much information available about aquifers. Further research could
prove that this specific aquifer cannot be used for C02 storage. However there are also other
aq uifers in the vicinity. These aquifers are a bit furth er away but because transport is only a small
percentage of total cost this will not influence the business case dramatically.
Near the coast of The Netherlands there are plenty of gas fields located, however their availability is
of high importance. Building a platform is very expensive and therefore the only fields that are
investigated are those where a platform is still present, that are empty or near to empty and that are
no t too far away from the coastline.
The existing pipelines that were identified in the previous sub-chapter are shown in figure 6.3. There
are a few gas and oil fields that can be reached with these pipelines. The red line indicates an
available oil pipeline that lead s from IJmuiden to the oilfield Helder, with an expected storage
capacity of 4,73MtC02 [39]. The pipeline is 20 inch wide and a platform is still available at Helder.
T here are also some other small o il fields around Helder that can be reached with this pipeline [44] .
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The green line, a gas pipeline, running from Wijk aan Zee is connected with the gas field Q8. This
field is owned by Wintershall. It is hard to see in the picture but this is the small field on the left. The
right part is gas field Castricum aan
Zee, this field is still in use. The
line also continues to Q5 but this
field is not expected to be available
before 2015. The pipeline to Q8 is
10 inch wide. This field has not
produced anything anymore in
2006 but a platform is still present.
However, this field is very small,
less than 4 MtC0 2 storage capacity.
A new pipeline could link Q8 to
Q4. Together with the 14 inch
existing pipeline between Q4 and
P6 in total about 1OOMtC02
storage capacity can then be
Figure 6.3: Pipelines near Ultimo that lead to the different gas and
reached. The field Q4, P6, and the
oi!fields. Red is far oilpipeline/ field, green is far gas pipeline/field
pipeline
between
them will
{43).
become
available
somewhere
around 2015 [35] .

L

The fields Q07A is available and can hold about 7,83MtC02, however no pipeline and, more
importantly, no platform is available [39,44]
Gaz de France has gas fields available for C02 storage located in the Kand L guadrants. However
this is further away then the fields of Wintershall and there is no pipeline available that leads to this
fields [45].
Utsira is an extremely large aguifer-trap that is located for the coast of Norway; this field where C02
is already injected is expected to hold up to 42 GtC0 2 [27]. However this field is far away and no
pipelines exist running to this aguifer.
Apart from the above-mentioned storage places there are many more empty gas, oil fields, and
aguifers in The Netherlands. However, these fields are either smaller or much further away from
Ultimo. Therefore these fields are not mentioned here.
A search for companies that use C02 in their production process was unsuccessful. All companies
that are registered at the European Pollutant Emission Register were checked for their location and
production process. The few industrial parties nearby do not use C02 in their process, or were very
small. Another option, selling C02 to horticulturists was also investigated. In project OCAP C02 is
transported via a pipeline from Pernis to horticulturists. Project OCAP reaches 1300 hectare of
greenhouses and they claim to be able to reach 5500 hectare, includes areas near Ultimo, in the near
future. This is more than half of the Dutch greenhouses area. The province Noord-Holland were
Ultimo will be built has about 980 hectare of greenhouses. Hence, there is only a small potential for
NUON at this location. On top of this, OCAP themselves claimed that they would have gained a
large loss if it were not for the existing pipeline that they were able to reuse [37]. No pipelines are
available in the vicinity of Ultimo so this is not an option.
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6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter an overview is given of the different storage and selling options of C02 • The most

promising ones are aquifers onshore, gas fields onshore and offshore, oil fields onshore and
offshore, and industrial selling. Because no parties have been found to whom the C0 2 can be sold to
the C02 should be stored. For storage the following fields have been identified as most promising
for project Ultimo:
• The onshore Middelie concession, especially the gas field Middelie.
• The onshore Bergen concession, especially the gas field Bergen.
• Onshore aquifers nearby.
• The offshore gas fields Q8, Q4 and P6.
• The offshore oil field Helder.
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7. Economical Feasibility
The fifth research question is:

How can the capture, transport and selling/ storage of C02 as one integrated chain be described to decide on the
economicalfeasibili!J?
At first the different elements of CCS are separately discussed in detail and integrated to CCS chains.
Then in sub-chapter 7.2 the economical feasibility of the different CCS chains is determined. Last,
the conclusion is given.

7.1 Detailed description of CCS at Ultimo
In sub-chapter 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 the elements of CCS are described in detail. Furthermore are the
elements integrated to CCS chains. These chains will be judged on economical feasibility in a
subsequent phase.
7 .1.1 Capture

To make a good cost estimation of the capture unit there should be an idea about the equipment
needed and the size of the flows running though them. Therefore, mass and energy balances have
been designed. This provides insight in the size of equipment needed. But these mass and energy
balances can also be used to identify the change in the composition of the p-gas. This change in
composition affects the overall power production process in Ultimo. Because it is not certain how
large the change will be, and whether Ultimo can handle these large changes in the composition,
different scenarios have been investigated. E.g., when the whole stream of p-gas is directed via the
capture unit the change in composition will be larger then if only part of the flow is directed via the
capture unit and is later mixed again with the stream that has not gone via the capture installation.
Investigating different scenarios also shows whether cost and composition of the p-gas changes
proportional with the amount of C02 captured. It is chosen to investigate the following sLx scenarios:
• 33% of the stream to the capture unit, where the capture unit includes a shift reaction, and the
other 67% of the flow directly to the combustion chamber. If looked at the flow sheet in
appendix I this means at the split that 33% goes to the extra booster compression, and further
through the capture process. The other 67% of the stream goes directly to the combustion
chamber. This scenario is called: 33% shift.
• 67% flow to the capture unit, where the capture unit includes a shift reaction. This scenario is
called 67% shift.
• 100% flow to the capture unit, where the capture unit includes a shift reaction. This scenario is
called 100% shift.
• 33% flow to the capture unit, where the capture unit does not include a shift reaction. This
scenario is called 33% no shift.
• 67% flow to the capture unit, where the capture unit does not include a shift reaction. This
scenario is called 67% no shift.
• 100% flow to the capture unit, where the capture unit does not include a shift reaction. This
scenario is called 100% no shift.
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For these different scenarios simplified process flow diagrams, appendix I, and mass and energy
balances, Appendix J, are constructed. There are two process flow diagrams, one with and one
without a shift reactor. For the three different scenarios with and the three without shift reactor the
equipment used is the same. The only difference is the size of the equipment. The numbers in the
flow diagram match the numbers in the mass and energy balances. In the mass and energy balances
the composition of the p-gas and important characteristics as the pressure, temperature and volume
on different places in the capture process are given.
The capture unit is integrated with the gas turbine Ultimo, the interface between the two can be seen
in appendi.-x I. Ultimo without the capture unit consists of a fuel gas booster compressor, an air
compressor, a combustion chamber, a turbine and a generator. For more information about a gas
turbine see appendi.-x D.
When the necessary precautions are taken Ultimo is designed capture-ready. A detailed technical
design for the capture unit is needed to indicate the exact precautions necessary. However, from the
technical design made here it already clear that the following points should be taken into
consideration to design Ultimo capture-ready:
• After the fuel booster compressor there should be the possibility to split the stream of p-gas.
Before the combustion chamber the possibility should be to merge the flows again.
• The design of the burners should be designed with the expected change in the composition
of the p-gas in mind.
• When NUON wants an equal net electricity production after the capture unit is installed the
machinery till the fuel booster compressor should be oversized.
• The possibility to take and supply steam to the steam turbine.
• The possibility to use more cooling water.
• Space for the C02 capture unit and C02 compressor.
From the left down corner up the following elements are part of the capture design.
• A split, here the flow is split in a flow directly to the combustion chamber and a flow to the
capture unit.
• Extra fuel gas booster compressor, here the p-gas is pressurized to compensate the pressure
loss over the capture system. The pressure drop is determined by presuming pressure drop
for the following installations:
• Heat exchanger, 0,5 bar pressure drop.
• Absorber, 0,5 pressure drop.
• Shift reaction 2 bar pressure drop.
• Three shift reactor vessels; here the shift reaction takes place. (Only for the scenarios with
shift.) This process is seen as a black box because in reality this is a more complex system.
According to ABB Lummus three vessels is the best technical and cost effective option. With
the help of heat exchangers the temperature is set equal to 369°C before the p-gas enters the
shift reactor. Due to heat released during the shift reaction the temperature after the shift
reactor is 389°C. To be able to let the shift reaction (H2 0 + CO ~ H 2 +COz) occur additional
water needs to be added to the p-gas. There is some discrepancy between sources about the
exact amount of water needed. Here a ratio H 2 0/CO of 2,65 before the shift reactor is
presumed. With this amount of water 91 % of the CO is being shifted in C0 2 [16,19] . This
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excess of water is needed to let the reaction run smoothly and also to protect the catalyst in
the shift reactor vessels from degradation.
Because high amounts of sulphur are present in the p-gas the shift reaction is a sour shift.
When low amounts of sulphur are present, e.g. after a desulphurization unit, the shift is
called a sweet shift. A sour shift uses a different catalyst composition than a sweet shift, and
can take place till levels of about 300ppm sulphur. A study done within NUON showed that
this amount will never be reached at Ultimo except in a very rare combination of failures of
other installations [46]. Actually, because of stricter regulations concerning sulphur it could
be that a desulphurization unit needs to be included in the design of Ultimo. In table 4.3 it
can be seen that DEPEG can also be used to capture sulphur. An additional flash vessel with
other characteristics, as temperature and pressure could be used to remove part of the
sulphur. It could be a cost advantage when these two operations are simultaneously installed.

•

•

It is further assumed that 1% water stays behind in the p-gas when it leaves the shift reactor.
The water that is not used in the reaction or stays behind in the p-gas can be reused in the
shift-reaction. This is a simplification because there is actually a small pressure loss over the
shift reactors. Additional steam is needed to compensate for the water used in the shift
reaction. This additional steam is the steam needed in the shift reactor minus the steam that
can be reused. This steam needs to be at the same pressure and temperature as the p-gas
entering the shift reactor.
Absorber, in this column the solvent DEPEG is present. With the help of heat exchangers
the temperature before the absorber is brought back to 41°C. The p-gas is lead through the
absorber where the C02 attaches to the DEPEG. The rest of the p-gas continues to the
combustion chamber. With a heat exchanger the temperature of this flow is brought back to
the same temperature as the part of the stream that goes directly to the combustion chamber.
This is equal to the needed temperature in the combustion chamber.
Three flash vessels, seen as a one black box. The DEPEG and attached C02 continue to the
flash vessels. In these flash vessels the pressure is successively lowered. I.e., in steps the C02
is released and flashed from the DEPEG. The pressure in the third and last vessel is assumed
to be 1,22 bar to achieve the best result. The then captured C02 is calculated by:
pC02 ,bef orecapture -PC02 ,aft erecaplllre * l 00

pC02 ,beforecapture
The DEPEG that is now free from nearly all the C02 is transferred back to the absorption
column via the DEPEG circulation pump. Estimations of the size of this flow are not
included. Although nearly everything is flashed off, the small impurities that stay behind in
the DEPEG do require a continuous although very small replacement of the DEPEG.
• C02 compressor. Here the captured C02 is compressed to 110 bars for transport.
In order to understand the difference of the different scenarios of capture all scenarios are based
on the same amount of p-gas as input. A part of the effects of C02 capture are displayed in table
7.1. Conclusions here are that the capture of C02 results in a lower volume and a higher Wobbe
index. Furthermore shows the table that for both with and without shift, the higher the amount
of C02 captured, the higher the Wobbe index. However, the C02 capture alone does not explain
the increase of the Wobbe index. E.g., the 33% shift scenario has a higher amount of C02
captured then the 67% no shift scenario. However, the Wobbe index of the latter is higher.
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Table 7. 1: Key characteristics of theflow ofp-;,as leadin;, to the combustion chamber.

100% no shift
67% no shift
33% no shift
100% shift
67% shift
33% shift
No capture

Volume to combustion
chamber (Nm3 /hr)
224.491
242.598
260.705
228.477
245.008
261.910
278.812

Wobbe index
3
(kJ/Nm )
6.511
5.878
5.359
7.082
6.082
5.409
4.925

C0 2 capture
(%)
34,2
22,8
11,4

82,6
55,4
27,8
0

C0 2 capture
(MtC0 2 /yr)
0,75
0,50
0,25
1,84
1,23
0,61
0

The 100% shift scenario is not further investigated as the capture of C02 would affect the
composition of the p-gas in is such a manner that this does not fit the existing installation anymore.
This is explained in more detail in AppendL'< K. The flow sheets and the mass and energy balances
are used in a later stage to estimate the cost of C02 capture.
7.1.2 Transport and storage

With the in the previous sub-chapter established captured amounts of C02 the storage place that fits
best with the different scenarios can be chosen. Furthermore are key characteristics of the fields
given that help to decide on the cost. The expected lifetime for a C02 capture installation, a pipeline
and a storage facility are all about 25 years. Therefore it is presumed that a storage place should have
a storage capacity of at least 25 times the captured C02 • Otherwise different fields would need to be
used what would increase the cost [16-18].
Because oil field Helder does not have enough storage capacity to hold the scenario with the smallest
amount of C02 captured for 25 years oil field Helder is not further looked at. Furthermore showed a
cost estimation that offshore storage is always far more expensive then onshore storage. This is due
to the need of a platform. Even if a platform can be reused the estimated cost by Ecofys for such a
reuse is an investment of 23 million euro [47]. Calculations showed that this is undoubtedly more
expensive than onshore storage in this project.
The cost for the different storage options onshore do not differ much. The permeability of the
Middelie field is a little lower; therefore more wells might be needed. And because of the lack of data
about aquifers site development cost are a little higher. The only other differentiation criterion is the
distance of transport. Hence, the cheapest option per scenario is the aquifer if it has enough storage
capacity, then Bergen if it has enough storage capacity and otherwise Middelie. In chapter 7.2.3 the
method to calculate the cost of transport and storage is explained. This method is also applied at the
different scenarios mentioned in table 7.2. The in bold indicated scenarios are the cheapest ones.
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Table 7.2: The different capture scenarios and storage options. In bold the scenarios that are further investigated For
the scenario 67% shift thefield Middelie is chosen as this iS cheaper to store far 24 years in Middelie then to store zt
offihore.
Amount
Reason why not
Capture
Storage place Storage capacity Years
)
method
(MtC0
to
fill
(MtC0 2 /yr)
used
2
100% no shift
Middelie
0,75
30
40
100% no shift
0,75
Bergen
19
24
No 25 years
100% no shift
Aquifer
15
20
No 25 years
0,75
100% no shift
0,75
Q8,P6,Q4
100
133
Too expensive
100% no shift
0,75
Helder
7
N o 25 years
5
67% no shift

0,50

Middelie

30

60

Further away and less
permeability
Further away

67%
67%
67%
67%

no shift
no shift
no shift
no shift

0,50
0,50
0,50
0,50

Bergen
Aquifer
08, P6, 04
Helder

19
15
100
5

32
30
200
10

33% no shift

0,25

Middelie

30

120

Further away and less
permeability

33% no shift
33% no shift
33% no shift
33% no shift

0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25

Bergen
Aquifer
Q8,P6, Q4
Helder

19
15
100
5

64
60
400
20

Further away
Too expensive
No 25 years

67% shift
67% shift
67% shift
67% shift
67% shift

1,23
1,23
1,23
1,23
1,23

Middelie
Bergen
Aquifer
Q8,P6,Q4
Helder

30
19
15
100
5

24
13
12
81
4

No 25 years
No 25 years
Too expensive
No 25 years

33% shift

0,61

Middelie

30

54

33% shift
33 shift
33 shift
33 shift

0,61
0,61
0,61
0,61

Bergen
Aquifer
Q8,P6, Q4
Helder

19
15
100
5

31
25
164
8

Too expensive
No 25 years

Further away and less
permeability
Further away
Too expensive
No 25 years

7.1.3 Conclusion

Characteristics needed for the cost estimation are given in this sub-chapter. Furthermore are the CCS
chains that will be investigated on economically feasibility chosen. Namely:
• 100% no shift, 0,75MtC02 capture per year. Transported via a pipeline of 22 kilometres,
with a pressure of 110 bars, to the gas field Bergen.
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•

•
•

67% no shift, 0,50MtC02 capture per year. Transported via a pipeline for 5 kilometres to
the nearest aquifer. 33% no shift, 0,25 MtC02 capture per year. Transported via a
pipeline of 5 kilometres, with a pressure of 110 bars, to the nearest aquifer.
67% shift, 1,23MtC02 capture per year. Transported via pipeline for 25 kilometres, with a
pressure of 110 bars, to gas field Middelie.
33% shift, 0,61MtC0 2 capture per year. Transported via pipeline for 5 kilometres, with a
pressure of 110 bars, to the nearest aquifer.

7.2 The economical feasibility
In this sub-chapter the capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX) of the
different elements of CCS are calculated. Followed by a sub-chapter about emission credit system.
This sub-chapters are all used to calculate the Net Present Value (NPV) of the integrated CCS
chains. Finally a sensitivity analysis is given.

7 .2.1 The CAPEX of C02 capture
There is not much literature available about C02 capture in the steel industry. Hence, there is also
not much information about the cost of capture of C02 • One of the only few figures found was in an
article of Gielen; 10,3-18,8US$/ ton C02 • However this number cannot be used here. Firstly, the
followed approach to get to this figure is missing. Secondly the percentage C02 in the p-gas is
significantly higher than presumed in this study. Thirdly, Gielen did only make a cost estimation in
the case a shift reactor is present and not for the case without a shift reactor (29].
A good cost estimation is missing in literature. Therefore a cost estimation for a C02 capture unit of
an IGCC plant that is made especially for NUON is used. This estimation is from here on referred
to as IGCC capture cost estimation. This cost estimation is detailed and in a lot of ways it resembles
the capture unit of Ultimo. This cost estimation also includes a flow sheet, and a detailed mass and
energy balance. Furthermore are the cost specified for all the different installations of the capture
unit so it can be used to estimate cost by the power-sizing technique. The basic idea of the powersizing technique is that cost varies at some power of the change in capacity or size. That is,

Ca =CB

*(~)x
S
b

C.= Cost for plant A
Cb= Cost for plant B
S.= Size of plant A
Sb= Size of plant B
X= Cost-capacity factor to reflect economies of scale (48,49].
The available cost estimate for the IGCC plant was cut into pieces. All cost were assigned to one of
the five large installations that are part of the design. By doing so, a cost estimation can be made for
the different parts of equipment needed for the capture plant at Ultimo. The capture unit is split in
the following elements:
• Fuel gas compressor. The cost estimation is done on the basis of electrical energy needed
for this compressor (kWe).
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•

Shift reaction. Cost estimation on the basis of the flow running through the vessels

(m3 /s).
•
•

•
•

Absorber and flash vessels. Cost estimation on the basis of the flow running through the
absorber column (m 3 / s).
C0 2 compressor. Cost estimation on the basis of the m 3 / s output. It would also be
possible to use electrical energy but because the input and output are roughly the same
m 3 / s output can also be used. The reason that output is used and not the input is because
it is an intercooled compressor with different stages. Which makes it hard to identify the
exact input (m3 /s).
Heat exchangers. Cost estimation on the basis of the heat transfer area (m2 / s).
Others. From the ABB study 5% of the cost could not be appointed to one of the abovementioned parts of the equipment. Therefore 5% is also added to the investment cost as
others.

For the above-mentioned equipment the following cost-capacity factors are used [50]:
• Compressor, a cost capacity factor of 0,32
• Heat exchanger, a cost capacity factor of 0,55
• Centrifugal pump, a cost capacity factor of 0,69
• Reactor vessel, a cost capacity factor of 0,74
To calculate the before mentioned sizes of the equipment the following three sources are used:
1. The flow scheme and mass and energy balances as depicted in Appendi.x I and J. Here the
m 3 / s can be found for different places in the process.
2. The program cycle tempo, developed by TU Delft and 1NO as a tool for the
thermodynamic analysis and optimization of systems for the production of electricity, heat
and refrigeration [51]. This program it used to calculate:
• The amount of energy needed for compressors and pumps.
• The temperature after compression.
• The transmitted heat of the different heat exchangers
• The temperature before and after heat exchangers.

3. The formula: Q = U *A *

dT2-f.,.Tl

ln(dT2)

. This is

used to calculate the heat transfer area of

f.,.Tl

the heat exchangers. Where:
• Q = transmitted heat of the heat exchanger determined with Cycle
Tempo.
• U= overall heat transfer coefficient, in W /m2K. Here it is presumed that
this number is the same for the different heat exchangers. The U used
here is taken from the IGCC capture cost estimation.
• T2 and Tl are the temperature differences in the heat exchanger as is
indicated in figure 7.1. It is presumed that all heat exchangers are contra
flow heat exchangers.
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For a detailed cost estimation of the equipment see appendix L. Apart from the equipment there are
also CAPE X for commodities, subcontracts and buildings, etc. The same percentages as used in
capture IG CC cost estimation are also used here. This lead to the foll owing CAPE X estimations:

Table 7.3: CAPE X o the di erent CO2 ca ture scenarios.
otal equipment
otal commodities
otal subcontracts
thers (building, etc)
otal investment

%
34,70
13,90
29,10
22,30
100

100% no shift
€ 40.748.018
€ 16.465.042
€ 34.469.980
€ 26.415.1 40
€ 11 8.453.541

67% no shift
€ 32.856.360
€ 13.276.262
€ 27.794.1 88
€ 21.299.326
€ 95.512.673

33% noshift
€23.092987
€ 9.331.178
€ 19.535.056
€ 14.970.163
€ 67.130.777

€
€
€
€
€

33% shift
33.213.781
13.420.685
28.096.542
21.531.027
96.551.690

7.2.2 The OPEX ofC0 2 capture
The OPE X for the capture plant consists of different elements. The largest part is made up of
additional electrical energy needed to run the capture plant. The size of these losses is calculated
with Cycle T empo and with the mass and energy balances. The larges t losses of energy are due to:
• Compressors, to overcome the pressure loss over the capture installation and to pressurize
the C02 before transport.
• Pumps, to pressurize water before it is added to the capture installation and to circulate the
D E PE G between the absorber and the flash vessels.
• Steam losses. For the shift reaction steam is needed. A part o f the steam can be reused
because excess steam is present in the shift reactor. However, steam also needs to be added.
The loss of this thermal energy is a loss in the steam turbine. This loss is calculated as
0,4MWe/MWth. Also for heating purposes steam is needed. For example, steam needed for
the shift reactor is 26 bars and 365°C. A steam table tells that for saturated steam of 26 bars
and 226°C, 2801 kJ/kg is needed. For the additio nal temperature increase 139°C*4,2
kJ /°C/kg is needed making a total of 3385 kJ /kg. The steam used for the shift reactor is
therefore a loss of electrical energy o f: 0,4*3385 kJ/kg.
• Steam m ade. When a flow was too hot it was either cooled down with cooling water via a
heat exchanger, or if possible used to produce saturated steam of 5 bars and 181 ,2°C. This
gives 2447 kJ/kg of thermal energy. As explained at the previo us bullet point equalling:
0,4*2477 kJ/kg electrical energy.
• Loss o f heating value. This is due to the shift reaction where CO is transferred to C02 and
H 2 0 is transferred to H 2 . This reaction has a net loss of energy, i.e., it is endothermic. Heat is
formed with the same energy equivalent as the drop in heating value. This means that less
electricity can be produced per Nm 3 p-gas.
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•

Others. In the IGCC capture cost estimation the above factors represent 95% of the total
electricity and steam losses. Therefore others are taken here as 5% of the total.
These losses of electrical energy are displayed in table 7.4.
Table 7.4: The ene

losses er scenario.
100% no shift 67% no shift 33%noshift
ressor fuel as kW he
1.774
1.178
ressor C0 2
kW he
10.549
7.033
Pum DEPEG
kWhe
5.569
3.712
Pum Water
KW he
0
0
Loss ofLHV
kWhe
0
0
Steam losses
kWhe
0
0
Made extra steam kWhe
0
0
Others
kWhe
895
596
Sub-Total
kWhe
18.786
12.519
Total
kWhe
21.164
13.534

33% shift
1.427
8.602
2.084
15
5.374
8.575
3.846
1.112
23.342
27.132

In this study the fuel input is taken as a constant factor to be able to compare between the different
scenarios. In figure 7.2 two options are displayed, Ultimo without and Ultimo with C02 capture. The
uppermost figure is without C02 capture. This figure, a simplification of a power plant unit says that
energy input I is used to generate electricity B. In the lower figure, with C0 2 capture, the energy
input is the same I. However, the electricity generated here could be different. This is the case when
a shift reactor is included. The electricity generated here is called E. For the capture installation
additional electricity is needed, A. Furthermore is steam needed or formed, S. To compare the
different scenarios, the difference compared with the no-capture-case is determined. In formula
form: B - E +A+ S . This is the net electricity loss for NUON when C02 is captured. T he cost of
this loss is the price that NUON receives for electricity times the amount of electricity that is net less
generated.
I=
Energy
input

;;.

j

B=
Electricity
generated

Ultimo

~

~

A = Additional
needed

1electricity

I= Energy
input

;;.

C02 Capture
unit
·~

,,

~

~

Ultimo

E=
Electricity
generqted
y

Steam needed
or formed .

Figure 7.2: The energy needed and formed for the power plant unit Ultimo without and with a capture unit. The
amount of electn"ci!J that is net less produced is B - E + A + S
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Apart from the power loss there are also operational expenditures due to the catalyst degradation,
solvent degradation, and operation and maintenance cost. The same as in the capture IGCC cost
estimation this is presumed to be 40% of the total OPEX.

7 .2.3 CAPEX and OPEX of transport and storage
The cost of transport and storage of C02 is relatively small compared to the cost of C02 capture.
With the information that is publicly available about gas-, oil fields and aquifers only a rough
estimation of the cost of storage can be made. In this sub-chapter figures are given that can be used
to decide on the CAPEX and OPEX of C02 transport and storage.

Transport: In the Netherlands pipelines onshore are more expensive than offshore. This is due to
the heavy populated areas in The Netherlands. The CAPEX of C02 transport is es timated by E cofys
as (17]:
• Onshore: 2 million €/ m/km
• Offshore: 1,4 million €/m/km, and an additional 30 million € when a landfall drop ts
included. I.e., going from onshore to offshore.
The OPEX per year for C02 transport are, for both onshore and offshore, 3% of the CAPEX.
Storage: For the CAPEX of C02 storage 1NO identified the following 4 elements (18]:
Site development cost:
• Onshore cost calculation gas and oil fields 2 million €.
• My assumption: aquifer 3 million €, because more research is needed.
• My assumption: offshore 3 million€, because more difficult research is needed compared
to onshore but less research than compared with aquifers.
Drilling cost (52]:
• Onshore: 1.750 €/m per well for depths less than 3000m
• Offshore: 2.500 €/m per well for depths less than 3000m
The permeability determines the amount of C02 that can be injected per well. The permeability again
depends on the rock formation. Roughly speaking:
• 1,0 MTCOz/well/yr can be injected in Rotliegend formations.
• 0,7 MtC02 /well/yr can be injected in Zechstein formations.
• 0,4 MtC02 /well/yr can be injected in Triassic formations.
Surface facilities cost
• Onshore: The only thing found in literature is that the cost is relatively low. My
assumption is 2 million €.
• Offshore: Ecofys estimated the investment cost for the reuse of an existing platform at
23 million €.
Monitoring cost
• These are integrated with the injection facilities.
The OPEX per year for onshore storage is 3% of the CAPEX, and for offshore 6% of the CAPEX.
The previous combined with appendix H lead to the following cost estimations for transport and
storage.
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Table 7.5: Cost o C02 tran ort and stora e

CAPEX Transport
OPEX Transport
CAPEX Storage
OPEX Storage

100% no shift

67% no shift

33%noehift

33% shift

€ 9.363.279
€ 280.898
€ 7.500.000
€ 225.000

€ 1.529.017
€ 45.870

€ 1.081.178

€ 1.690.994
€ 50.729
€ 8.500.000
€ 255.000

€ 8.500.000
€ 255.000

€32.435
€ 8.500.000
€255.000

7.2.4 C0 2-credits
In chapter 1 C02 credits are already mentioned. In this study it is assumed that C02 capture will

be included in the emission credit system before 2015. The C02 that leaks from storage locations
is expected to be near to zero, see chapter 3.2.1. Therefore, the captured C02 times the price for a
ton of C02 in the credit system is seen as income.
7.2.5 Net Present Value
The Present W orth Method, or N et Present Value (NPV), is the most considered option to calculate
whether an investment is economical feasible. In the NPV all the cash inflows, and outflows are
discounted to the present point in time at an interest that is generally the Minimum Attractive Rate
o f Return (MARR) [49]. T he MARR is equal to the Weighted Average Cost of Capital 0X'ACC) plus
an additional percentage for the risk of a project.
The following approach is followed to calculate the NPV.
• All the cos ts and benefits , per year are added:
• CAP E X capture
• OPEX capture
• CAPEX transport
• OPEX transport
• CAPEX storage
• OPEX storage
• C02 credits
T his results in the E arning before Interest, T a,.,.es, D epreciation and Amortizatio n
(EBIT D A).
• From this amount the depreciatio n is withdrawn. The depreciation here is assumed equally
distributed over the economic lifetime. The E BITDA minus depreciation results in the
Earning Be fore Interest and Taxes (EBIT).
• The E BIT is used to calculate the amount o f taxes that needs to be paid. Whenever the
E BIT is positive, 25,5% o f the EBIT needs to be paid as taxes.
• The taxes are withdrawn from the E BITDA to come to the net cash flow per year.
• By multiplying the net cash flow with the MARR the Present Wo rth is determined.
In appendix M the different key figures needed to calculate the NPV per scenario are given.
Furthermore is a part o f one of the calculations included. In table 7.6 an overview o f the
expenditures, the NPV, the expenditures per to n C02 captured and the NPV per ton C0 2 captured
are given for the different scenarios.
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33%shift
Total expenditures
NPV

-€ 474.976.540 -€ 330.527.286 -€ 194.599.823
-€ 89.254.476 -€ 72.647.532 -€ 64.195.196

-€ 501.879.446

-€ 108.275.620

-€ 25,21

-€ 26,31

-€3098

-€ 32,67

-€ 4,74

-€ 5,80

-€ 10,22

-€ 7,05

The NPV for C0 2 capture at project Ultimo for all the scenarios is far from break-even. All
scenarios show a large negative NPV. Because the scenario 33% no shift has the highest NPV it
seems that this is the most promising scenario. However, it is good to realize that this scenario is
only cheapest due to the fact that it is the smallest installation, hence the smallest amount of C02
capture. To compare the different scenarios it was already earlier decided that the best scenario
would be chosen on NPV per ton C02 captured. Now, the scenario 100% no shift is seen as the
most promising option. When the price of the emission rights increases this is also the first scenario
that reaches the break-even point, at€ 44,08. However, this is not totally true because such a large
increase in the price of emission rights will also result in a increase in the price of the electricity, a
smaller increase but still significant. The credit price is presently somewhere around€ 22.

Table 7.7: The rice o an emission ri ht needed or the di erent scenarios to reach break-even.
100% no shift 61°.k no shift 33% no 9hift
Price of an emission
right (€/tonC02 ) needed
for break-even

€ 44,08

€47,64

€61,ffl

33%shift

€50,32

In table 7.6 and 7.7 it can also be seen that the that the options 100% no shift and 67% no shift are
more interesting than the options with shift. However, the scenario 33% no shift is the least
interesting. This is because in this scenario only a very small amount of C02 is captured.

It is decided that further is looked at the 100% no shift scenario. If this cost are compared to other
figures giving in literature it strikes out that cost per ton C0 2 is low. Kema foresees for precombustion a cost of C02 avoided of€ 25 to€ 30 and for post-combustion€ 40 to€ 52. It can be
therefore be said that U ltimo is one of the first places where C02 capture is feasible. This can be
explained by the fact that the concentration C02 in the p-gas is really high. Therefore large amounts
of C02 can be captured with a relatively small capture installation. A second reason is the removal of
the shift-reactor out of the design; this installation uses a lot of energy. One remark however is that
because of the removal of this installation the% C02 that can be captured is only about 22%.
The capture of C02 is good for lowering the C02 emissions to the atmosphere. As indicated earlier
the expected emission of C02 at Ultimo is very high, about 1,88 kgC02 /kWh. How high this is can
be seen if compared to other new power plants as IGCC 0,773 kgC02 /kWh, pulverized coal power
plants 0,762 kg C02 /kWh, or natural gas fired power plants 0,367 kgC0 2 /kWh [13]. With the 100%
no shift scenario the emission can be lowered to 1,45 kgC0 2 /kWh. Although the emission is still
significantly higher than other power plants one should not forget that NUON is using the gas of
Corus that otherwise would be flared and that the capture of C02 is more than what a natural gas
fired power plant emits.
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7 .2.6 Spider plot
In the economical feasibility study assumptions have been made. A sens11:1v1ty analysis provides
information about how sensitive the NPV /ton C02 captured is to the different elements. This
sensitivity is expressed in a spiderplot. The following characteristics are plotted:
• T he lifetime
• OPEX
• CAPEX
• Price of electricity
• Emission right price
• MARR
In this spiderplot all elements chosen have been increased and decreased up to 20% of the assumed
values. See appendix N
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Fefgure 7.3 Spiderplot for the OPEX, CAPEX, rice of electrici!J, pn·ce ofan emission right, lifetime and MARR
The spiderplot shows that a 20% change of any of the elements will still not result in a profitable
project. Furthermore can be seen that the CAPEX and the price of an emission right are the two
factors where the NPV /ton C02 captured is the most sensible to. I.e., a change here has the largest
effect on the NPV /ton C0 2 captured. Because the amount of C0 2 captured does not change when
any of the characteristics is changed the graph would look rather similar when the NPV would have
been on the axis. The remark should be made that a sensitivity study purely looks at the influence of
an individual element, while the intertwined relation between elements, e.g., credit price and price of
electricity, is not taken into account.
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7 .3 Conclusion
In this chapter the design of the different parts of CCS are described. Furthermore are the cost
calculated for the different scenarios constructed. The best option is 100% no shift, where 0,75
MtC0 2 per year is captured. This C02 should be transported for 22 kilometres by pipeline to the gas
field Bergen. The cost for this operation are estimated at a NPV per ton C02 captured of -€ 4,74 per
ton C02 captured. This is low compared to C02 capture at other power plants. Therefore Ultimo is
one of the first places where C02 capture is feasible. With this scenario the C02 emitted is lowered
from 1,88kgC02 /kWh to 1,45kgCOzfkWh.
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8. Conclusion & Recommendations
In the previous chapters of this report the research questions, as formulated in sub-chapter 2.2, are
discussed. This results in the best CCS chain to use at project Ultimo and a cost estimation for this
CCS chain. In sub-chapter 8.1 the conclusions of this report are described. In sub-chapter 8.2 the
recommendations for further research are given.

8.1 Conclusion
The goal of this research was defined as:
It is the goal of this research to get insight in the best methods of CCS to use at V elsenNoord/I muiden and insi ht whether these methods as one inte rated chain are attainable.
The research was constricted to the new power plant unit Ultimo because the other units are not
capture-ready and are therefore predicted to have a power reduction in the range of 22-30%.
Secondly is the lifetime left for the existing units short and an expensive capture unit could there
only be used for a time. Thirdly is it highly unlikely that the changed composition of the p-gas could
fit the installation.
At project Ultimo the following was decided on as fitting best with project Ultimo:
• The best option of C02 capture is pre-combustion, without a shift reactor, with the solvent
DEPEG.
The best option of C02 transport is by pipeline with a pressure of 110 bars. This pressure is
needed to prevent a flow of C02 with impurities from a two-phase flow.
The best options of C0 2 storage are:
• The onshore gas field Middelie
• The onshore gas field Bergen
• Onshore aquifers nearby
• The offshore gas field Q8, Q4 and P6
• The offshore oil field Helder
It turned out that CCS at project Ultimo is socially and technically feasible but for now not yet
economically feasible. The most promising scenario: 100% shift, a pipeline of 25 km, and injection
into gas field Middelie was estimated at a NPV of -€ 4,74 per ton C02 captured. To reach break even
the price of the emission right should rise to about € 44 per ton C02 • The credit price nowadays is
about€ 22.
Capture of C0 2 at project Ultimo is relatively cheap compared to capture at other power plants. This
is due to the high concentration of C02 in the p-gas. This results in high amounts of C02 capture.
Furthermore is the removal of the shift reaction cost effective; this installation uses a lot of energy.
With this scenario 22% of the C0 2 can be captured. This results in a lowering from 1,88
kgC0 2 /kWh to 1,45 kgCOzlkWh emitted at Ultimo.
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Because the capture of C02 at this location is cheap compared to other power plants and there
seems to be enough storage places and the technical and social attainability do not form any obstacle
Ultimo is one of the places where C02 capture is first feasible.

8.2 Recommendations
The following points are recommended for further research.
• In this study for the different scenarios the input, fuel, is kept equal. It would be interesting
to see what the changes are when the output, produced electricity, would be kept equal. This
would mean that some of the equipment needs to be oversized.
• The technical background which I had was rather limited when I started making the technical
design for the capture unit. A further investigation into the technical design would be good
to find out more about the specific details and possible improvements. This would also help
to be able to make a more precise cost estimation. In a follow-up technical study it should
also be investigated what the effects are when a desulphurization unit would be installed
before the capture unit and whether building the desulphurization unit and capture unit
together would save money.
• The composition of the p-gas is changing. The influence of this change in composition on
the capture, and the resulting change for the gas turbine should be investigated.
• Acquiring the right permits for transport is expected to take a few years. It is therefore
recommended that further research is done about the potential storage options. Hereby the
decision about the route and right storage place can be taken in an early stage.
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Vocabulary
API gravity: a measure of how heavy or light a petroleum liquid is compared to water
BFG: blast furnace gas, is a by-product of blast furnaces that is generated when the iron ore is
reduced with coke to metallic iron. In this case produced by Corns when producing steel.
Cap-rock: - a low-permeability rock (clay, salt) that prevents C0 2 from leaking to the surface.
CAPEX: Capital Expenditure
CCS: Carbon Capture and Storage
COE: Cost Of Electricity
C0 2 : Carbon Dioxide
DEPEG: dimethyl ether of polyethylene glycol, a solvent to capture C02
Ecofys: a company specialized in research and consultancy on energy saving, renewable energy and
climate issues.
EGR: Enhanced Gas Recovery
EOR: Enhanced Oil Recovery
Geological trap: a rock formation in which water, salt or hydrocarbons may collect
Gt: Giga tonne
GT: Gas Turbine
IGCC: Integrated Gas Combined Cycle
IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change- The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) was established in 1988 by two United Nations organizations, the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to
evaluate the risk of climate change brought on by humans. The IPCC does not do research itself but
reviews and combines studies from all over the world.
KEMA: (Keuring Electrotechnisch Materieel Arnhem) is a multinational corporation for
consultancy, quality assurance and product certification of electrical equipment and networks.
LHV: Low Heating Value. The Heating Value is the amount of heat released during the combustion
of a specified amount of it. The Low Heating value is determined by subtracting the heat of
vaporization of the water produced by combustion from the Higher Heating Value.
London Protocol: A modernized version of the international 1972 London Convention on the
Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and other Matter.
Major point source: A single point where large amounts of C02 are produced, minimal 0,5MtC02
year.
Mt: Mega tonne.
OPEX: Operational expenditure
OSPAR Convention: The current instrument guiding international cooperation on the protection of
the marine environment of the North-East Atlantic.
Oxyfuel: combustion with pure oxygen instead of normal air.
Permeability: is a measure of the ability of the rock to allow fluid flow. Permeability is strongly
affected by the geometry of the porosity- in particular the size of the spaces connecting the pores in
a rock.
P-gas: production gas
Porosity: is the storage space on the rock for fluids
Post-combustion: capture of C02 after combustion
Pre-combustion: capture of C0 2 before combustion
SELEXOL: a fabric name for DEPEG, name commonly used in literature.
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Shift reaction: CO + H 2 0 <-> C02 + H 2
Supercritical: in this case meant as supercritical fluid. This is any substance at a temperature and
pressure above its thermodynamic critical point. It has the unique ability to diffuse through solids
like a gas, and dissolve materials like a liquid. Additionally, it can readily change in density upon
minor changes in temperature or pressure.
Synthesis gas (Syngas): Is the name given to a gas mLxture that contains varying amounts of
carbon monoxide and hydrogen generated by the gasification of a carbon containing fuel to a
gaseous product.
TPD: Technical & Project Development, department at NUON.
Trias Energetica: Stepwise approach for sustainable energy usage. It consists of three steps: Step 1:
Limit the energy use (isolation). Step 2: Use sustainable energy sources (solar power, etc.)
Step 3 Use fossil fuels as efficient as possible
TNO: (Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek) Netherlands
Organisation for Applied Scientific Research, TNO is a not-for-profit organisation in The
Netherlands that focuses on applied science.
UCLOS: (Ultra Low C02 Steelmaking) A consortium of steel producers, manufactures, institutes,
and, universities that strive to lower the C02 emissions in the steel industry. One of the investigated
areas is CCS.
UNCLOS: (The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea) The UNCLOS defines the
rights and responsibilities of nations in their use of the world's oceans, establishing guidelines for
businesses, the environment, and the management of marine natural resources.
Wobbe index: The main indicator of the interchange ability of fuel gases such as natural gas LPG
and Town Gas and is frequently defined in the specifications of gas supply and transport utilities.
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Appendix A: Afstudeeropdracht Carbon Capture & Storage/Selling
Ultimo
Context
NUON bedrijft op haar locatie in Velsen-Noord / IJmuiden 3 centrales met een totaal vermogen
van ongeveer 1000 MW. De brandstof voor deze centrales bestaat voor het grootste gedeelte uit van
Corus afkomstige staalproductiegassen waaronder hoogovengas, oxygas en kooksgas. In deze gassen,
met name in hoogovengas en oxygas, zijn hoge concentraties C02 aanwezig. Na verbranding zijn
deze concentraties nog hoger. NUON is van plan haar bestaande productiecluster Velsen uit te
breiden met een nieuwe, op hoogovengassen en aardgas te stoken elektriciteitscentrale van maximaal
500 MWe. Binnen het project Ultimo wordt gekeken naar de toekomstige situatie op Velsen metals
doelstelling een investeringsvoorstel gereed te hebben medio 2008.
Aanleiding
C02 neemt een cruciale positie in bij de toekomstige ontwikkelingen op Velsen. Interne en externe
ontwikkelingen zorgen ervoor dat NUON een integrale visie op C02 wil ontwikkelen binnen project
Ultimo. Een belangrijk onderdeel hiervan is de mogelijke afvang en opslag van C0 2 vanuit het cluster
Velsen, en met name het project Ultimo. Hiertoe wil NUON middels een afstudeeropdracht een
overzicht hebben van de mogelijkheden en onmogelijkheden met als eindresultaat een concreet
voorstel voor de voor NUON meest interessante invulling van C02 afvang en opslag/verkoop.
Doelstelling
De C02-Ultimo studie client ertoe NUON in staat te stellen een beslissing te nemen omtrent het
toepassen van C02-afvang en opslag/verkoop bij haar centrales in Velsen-Noord.
Resultaat
Een concreet en onderbouwd voorstel voor afzet van (een deel van) het door NUON in Velsen
geproduceerde C02 en opslag van het restant.
Marktanalyse en business cases voor C0 2 afvang, distributie, opslag en commercieel gebruik vanaf de
NUON-centrales op de locatie Velsen/IJmuiden.
Activiteiten (logische volgorde)
• Beschrijving van de C0 2-keten (van vrijkomen gas bij de hoogovens tot aan emissie uit de
schoorsteen) en een indicatie van de meest geschikte locatie(s) voor afvang.
• Inventarisatie van (ontwikkelingen in) beleid rond COz-opslag en --distributie op ten minste
de
volgende
gebieden:
technologie,
milieu,
veiligheid,
econorrue
(credits,
subsidieprogramma's).
• Beschrijving van voor deze locatie geschikte technieken voor afvang.
• Een overzicht van (industriele) afnemers met beschrijving van hoeveelheden, benodigde
kwaliteiten, prijs.
• Inventarisatie van de fysieke mogelijkheden tot ondergrondse opslag (lege gasvelden,
olievelden, aquifers, anders).
• Inventarisatie van distributiemogelijkheden en -vereisten. Zowel nieuw als bestaand.
• Per marktsegment mogelijke aanbieders van C02 inventariseren en concurrentiepositie van
NUON bepalen.
Overige initiatieven in Europa in kaart brengen.
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Appendix C: TNO-model for attainability of sustainable projects
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Appendix E: Available offshore pipelines in The Netherlands
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Appendix F: Available C0 2 storage capacity in The Netherlands
Storage capacity of depleted gas field
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Appendix G: Storage in depleted hydrocarbon fields or aquifers
The following points described by 1NO give the advantages of using depleted hydrocarbon fields
compared to using aquifers as C02 storage sites [18]:
1. In a depleted gas field, production of gas has created a "voidage" in the field which can now
be filled with C02;
2. The hydrocarbon traps have proven their capability of retaining fluids and gases for millions
of years;
3. The reservoir is well understood due to the intensive data gathering prior to and during the
producing life of the field;
4. Infrastructure for the production and transport of fluids and gases is already in place. With
all necessary workovers and modifications, this infrastructure might be partly reused to
deliver and inject C02 for storage in the field
5. The natural gas industry has routinely used depleted gas field for the underground storage of
natural gas.
However, different experts in the field of C02 storage claim that it is still a trade-off to decide what
is better to use, aquifers or depleted hydrocarbon fields. The reason for this is that in gas and oil
fields wells have been drilled. As a well is a potential leakage point, at the cement and the casing, see
figure G.1, it is uncertain to tell whether it is better to store C0 2 in an aquifer of which the only wells
that are present are drilled by
yourself but where you have to
conduct a lot of research to be
certain of the capability of the
aquifer or a gas field that has
trapped gas for millions of years
and where a lot of research has
already been conducted but
where you have to monitor
potentially many wells that you
have not dig yourself.
In The Netherlands there are at
least 5525 wells drilled [43].
1NO
indicated
that
the
regulations
concerning
the
abandonment of wells has been
changed twice, in 1967 and 1976.
The oldest wells are most
Figure G.1: Leaking wells andpathwqys [53).
sensitive to leakage, however this
does not mean wells from after
1976 cannot leak. When it is expected that a well could leak remedial actions are possible in theory,
but not always practical in a densely populated area.

The Middelie gas field has abandoned wells from before 1967. In Bergen no abandon wells are
present [18].
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Appendix I: Flow scheme for C0 2 capture at project Ultimo
Flow scheme for scenarios with the shift reactor:
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11

Flow scheme for scenarios without the shift reactor:
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